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Denver Eagle Rail P3 Close to the Brink
The final leg of a two-year regulatory iditerod that has
stalled completion of the Denver Eagle rail P3 project
appears to be within sight. Political pressure is rising to
avoid a termination of the concession held by Denver
Transit Partners (DTP). That could still happen, according
to Fitch, if DTP again fails to meet its revenue service
deadline, now set for June 2. The demise of the first P3 rail
project in the U.S. due to unforeseeable regulatory risk
would permanently shift the risk-reward equation against
urban rail development contracts here, experts say.

The safety issue in Denver is mainly that during
testing the crossing gates sometimes came down too
early and stayed down too long after trains passed,
causing concern that impatient drivers will run around
them. Most crossings have four gates to prevent that.
For further protection, until it could fully certify operations, CPUC and the Federal Railroad Administration
(FRA) ordered that flaggers be posted at all gates
almost two years ago, at a cost to DTP of about $2 million a month.

DTP’s inability to obtain regulatory approvals for
The bitter irony is that DTP managing partner Fluor
Enterprises has delivered, and Alternate Concepts is gate operation has meant that train warning horns are
operating, a technologically advanced, safety tested sounded in residential neighborhoods at each crossing
every 7-8 minutes late into the
$1.3-billion commuter rail
system that is exceeding its
The demise of the first P3 rail night. Neighborhoods must
apply to FRA in order to estabridership forecasts. On the
project
in
the
U.S.
would
perlish quiet zones without
advice of its independent
horns, but can’t until a revengineer, the owner, Denver’s manently shift the riskRegional
Transportation reward equation against urban enue service commencement
notice is issued.
District (RTD), has accepted rail development contracts
(but not yet certified) two of
here.
DTP maintains that both
the three Eagle lines, A and
FRA and CPUC reinterpreted
B, both of which have been
operating with a perfect safety record since last sum- regulations and design guidelines after DTP signed its
concession agreement in 2010. In a May 26, 2017 letter
mer.
to RTD, DTP wrote: “These changes were made in
Two of the three Colorado Public Utility Commission response to very high-profile incidents, both regionally,
(CPUC) commissioners appointed by the governor dis- and nationally, that have resulted in the loss of life,
agree with RTD. They regulate gate safety at street fines and penalties, criminal charges against individual
crossings, and are now demanding assurances on gate train operators, and the reversal of technology manoperations that DTP says are technically impossible to dates.”
meet on the electrified railroad.
The effect is that “there may be no foreseeable end to
It is still hoped that the CPUC will certify DTP’s gate the issues and objections” preventing approval of gate
operations in time for RTD to sign off on Lines A and B, crossings, wrote David Rushton, DTP Board Chairman,
and complete operational testing of the final leg, Line and Investment Director of John Laing Infrastructure
G, by the June deadline. Bicycle safety is a new CPUC at John Laing plc. Laing and Uberior bought
agenda item, however, which could mean a new require- Macquarie’s 90% interest in DTP at financial close in
ment to install expensive cameras at street crossings to 2010.
detect nonmetallic frames.

design-build budget estimate and
$400 million less than HSBC’s bid
with Kiewit/Herzog, and HDR. The
construction schedule guaranteed
by Fluor and its joint venture partner was 11 months shorter than
RTD’s.
Advising RTD in 2010 were
Freshfields providing legal advice,
and Jacobs Engineering leading the
technical team.

 The Chinese Are
Coming!!!

DTP is seeking relief from RTD based on the force
majeure and change-of-law clauses in its contract.
Dispute resolution proceedings are under way with the
aim of recovering all service deductions, the cost of flaggers, an extension of the completion deadline, and
exemption from termination. Availability payments to
DTP under the 28-year operating agreement are set at
about $3.5 million per month through 2046.
“They’re pretty close to the brink,” says a competing
commuter rail builder-operator. He believes intervention
by Gov. John Hickenloopper may be required to bring all
the parties together, including the Federal Transit
Administration, which paid half of the $2-billion capital
cost, FHWA’s TIFIA office, which loaned RTD $280 million (now in technical default), and DTP’s investors,
Laing and Uberior Infrastructure Investments.
The catalyst, he says, may be Balfour Beatty Rail Inc.
(BBRI), which built most of the Denver Eagle project for
DTP, and has a large local presence in Denver. BBRI
opened an office there a few years ago and it won a $230million design-build contract to build RTD’s Southeast
Corridor Line, which is due for completion in 2019.
BBRI also has an on-call maintenance contract with
RTD.
Former RTD executive director Phil Washington
counted the Eagle P3 a great success when bids were
opened in 2010. Macquarie Capital and 10% partner
Fluor Enterprises won the best-value competition
against a team led by commercial bank HSBC for the
first transit P3 in the U.S. Fluor’s design-build price,
with jv partner BBRI, was $350 million less than RTD’s
2
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If its all-cash purchase of Canada’s
Aecon Group Inc. is approved in the
next few months, China’s civil
works
giant
China
Communications Construction Inc.
(CCCI) will have bought a seat next to ACS Group,
Flatiron, and other major players who are leaders in the
Canadian and U.S. P3 market (see p. 3).
At the same time, ACS and Italian toll road operator
Atlantia are close to completing their acquisition of
Abertis, creating a major new global platform for infrastructure investments (see p.22).
CCCI is majority owned by the government of China.
As a holding company, it ranks third on ENR’s list of the
world’s Top 225 International Contractors. It is publicly
traded and had revenue of US$62 billion and EBITDA of
$5 billion in 2016.
CCCI’s Cdn$1.5 billion (US$1.17 billion) offer for
Aecon has cleared competition review, but still must get
national security approvals under the Investment
Canada Act. The deadline for completing that review
was recently extended from March 30 to July 13, 2018.
As proposed by CCCI, Aecon will continue to operate
under its brand name and be headquartered in Canada
with no change in management, employees, or corporate
governance.
As of June 30, 2017, Aecon had after-tax profits of
Cdn$47 million (US$36.7 million) on revenues of
Cdn$3.2 billion (US$2.5 billion), and a backlog of
Cdn$ 4.35 billion(US$3.4 billion).
(Aecon’s suitor, CCCI, is sometimes confused with
China Construction America (CCA), which is based in
Jersey City, NJ. CCA teamed with Granite on an unsuc-
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Ontario. On March 26, ACS’s Dragados, Flatiron and
Aecon were awarded a $1.3-billion civil works contract
by BC Hydro for its Site C project in British Columbia.
Many of the most successful P3 developers in the U.S.
entered the American market through Canada.
• Cintra signed a 99-year lease for Toronto’s highly
lucrative Highway 407 toll road in 1999. It has won
three more competitions in Ontario since then, and
five in the U.S.

Buying Aecon would quickly open the door for CCCI to
learn the ways of the P3 market in North America.

• ACS’s Iridium subsidiary was selected to build a toll
road in New Brunswick in 1998. ACS has gone on to
win 10 more pursuits in Canada, and five in the U.S.

Alone or teamed with other builders Aecon has developed seven P3 projects in Canada, two in Israel, and one
in Ecuador.

• Plenary of Australia won its first Canadian social
infrastructure P3 in 2007. It has added 22 more since
then, including five transportation projects. It now
has five P3 projects underway in the U.S.

Aecon is currently teamed with ACS as both an equity investor and jv contractor for a $7.8-billion DBFM
rail project they won in 2015 to build the Eglinton
Crosstown line in Toronto. Metro Toronto has
announced a major investment in transit, and Ontario’s
2017 budget includes $156 billion for infrastructure, a
third of that for transit and $26 billion for highways.

 Three Shortlisted For Alabama I-10

Aecon also is shortlisted with ACS for a $1-billion
light rail project in Hamilton, Ontario, and for the $2billion Gordie Howe Bridge DBFOM project in Windsor,

Shortlisted are:

The Alabama Department of Transportation shortlisted
three teams for its Mobile River Bridge and Bayway project on February 6. DBFOM proposals for the revenuerisk concession with a public subsidy will be due this fall
with an award by year end.

• I-10 Mobility Partners: Cintra and Meridiam, with
PWFinancing/February-March 2018
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design/build by Parsons/Ferrovial Agroman, and
O&M by Cintra and Meridiam
• Gulf Coast Connectors: ACS, Macquarie, Hochtief,
and John Laing, with design/build by T.Y. LIN
International/Dragados,
Lane
Construction,
Flatiron, and O&M by Gulf Coast Connectors
• Mobile River Bridge Group: InfraRed Capital Partners,
Shikun & Binui, Astaldi, and Southland Holdings, with
design/build by Figg Bridge Engineers/jv Astaldi,
Johnson Bros, and Shikun & Binui, and O&M by
InfraRed Infrastructure, Astaldi, and Southland
Holdings.

 P3 Industry Startled By Federal
Blackball Of ACS Group

From out of the blue on March 6 came a notification on
a federal website that Actividades de Construccion y
Servicios (ACS Group) had been suspended and possibly debarred from participating in any federally funded
projects for as long as three years.
The decision stems from Davis Bacon wage violations on Virginia 95/495 committed by Midasco, a specialty highway contractor purchased by ACS in 2011.
The company, together with ACS Group and Imes Inc.,
paid a $450,000 fine in July 2017.
Important details remain cloudy, such as whether
the debarment of the parent company extends to ACS’s

Together with its investors and partners, Meridiam’s
mission is to deliver sustainable and essential
infrastructure that improves quality of life.

many subsidiaries, and whether there are procedures
for appeal.
A public information officer in FHWA’s Office of
Inspector General said affiliates and related companies
are affected. ACS is arguing strongly that they are not.
It is also seeking to have the parent’s name removed
from the official notice, in light of the violation having
been committed by a distant affiliate.
The blackballing of the largest P3 developer in the world
went unnoticed until Friday afternoon March 23, when a
$2-billion design-build contract was to be signed for a P3
people mover at LAX. ACS Infrastructure Development
(ACSID) and Hochtief PPP Solutions each have an 18%
interest in LINXS, the project company. PWF inquiries
indicate that the contract signing was postponed. Board
approval of a contract is set for early in April.
ACS Group affiliates include some the largest construction and development companies in the U.S.
ACSID and Hochtief P3 Solutions direct development
projects here. Construction contracting is handled by
Dragados and five civil works subsidiaries, plus
Flatiron and Hochtief. Vertical construction is handled
by Turner and Clark Construction.
If it sticks, a blackball of ACS and it affiliates would
upend the P3 industry. ACSID is pursuing nine development projects worth about $8 billion as part of multiparty teams that might have to be reconstituted in the
worst-case scenario.

 Shikun & Binui Corruption
Charged

An Israeli police fraud squad in mid-February detained
four current and former employees of Solel Boneh
Overseas, an affiliate of Shikun & Binui Holdings Ltd.,
for questioning on suspicion of bribing a public servant,
falsifying corporate documents, fraud, and money laundering on projects in Africa. Under Israeli law, a foreign
bribe carries the same penalties as a domestic bribe of
a public official.

LaGuardia Gateway Partners.

According to the newspaper Haaretz: “It seems at
this stage to be one of the most egregious corruption
cases involving a publicly-traded Israeli company . . .
especially as the company is controlled by billionaire
Shari Arison, who also controls Bank Hapoalim.”
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meridiam.com
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Haaretz quotes a former employee of a Shikun &
Binui affiliate, SBI Infrastructure, who claims that the
Israeli contractor has been making unusually large
profits across Africa for years by bribing public officials

PUBLIC WORKS FINANCING
• Timely

“Bill Reinhardt is the premier journalist in
the infrastructure business,
and indeed the chronicler of its evolution.”
Geoffrey Yarema,
partner Nossaman LLP
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CARILLION’S COLLAPSE SIGNALS THE END OF PPPS IN THE UK
by Dr. Mark Hallowell, Senior lecturer in Global Health Policy
University of Edinburgh
Even before the collapse in
January of Carillion, one of the
largest and hitherto most successful
private finance initiative (PFI) operators, the storm clouds were gathering over the future of public private
partnerships
in
the
United
Kingdom.
In the midst of strong economic
and political headwinds, ministers’
enthusiasm for using PPPs has been
on the wane. Now, the insolvency of
Carillion has added to uncertainty,
highlighting to an already skeptical
market the risks of taking on complex and costly projects in an era of
austerity.
The storm has been 10 years in
the making. In 2008, the financial
crisis led to a rapid rise in the cost of
private finance. As the banking crisis gave way to a full economic
recession, public authorities found
it more difficult to make a plausible
financial case for expensive new
facilities. Ministers knew they most
likely would never have the spare
cash to meet the debt and service
obligations that new PFI projects
inevitably give rise to.
Added to this, Parliament
became ever more critical of the
model as the fiscal deficits began to
accumulate. When a new coalition
government took power in May
2010, the new chancellor George
Osborne called for a “fundamental
reassessment” of the PFI. In 2012,
that led to a relaunch, and cautious
rebrand of the model (to Private
Finance 2, or PF2).
This relaunch has largely been a
flop. So far, only two departments—
the Department of Health and
Social Care and the Department for

6

Education—have used PF2, and the
former has done so only once. In the
five years to 2008, an average of 55
PFI deals a year were signed. Last
year, there was only one; and there
will be none at all this year.
Less than two years ago, things
looked very different. In the
Autumn Statement of 2016, the
Treasury announced that a new list
of projects, making up an “initial
pipeline”, would be launched in
early 2017. No further word on this
has been forthcoming. Nothing
about it was said in the spring
Budget—and Treasury officials

PPP deals are “a
millstone round the
necks” of London
hospitals.
Sadiq Khan, Mayor of London

ceased discussions with the market
after the election last June. Political
instability and lack of bandwidth in
the context of Brexit appears to
have dashed the industry’s hopes of
meaningful progress.
Nowhere is the current malaise
more evident than in the National
Health Service, historically the
largest source of demand for PFI
projects—with investment of £13
billion in existing PFI schemes.
Now, the NHS is badly in need of
new capital investment. Last year,
spending on buildings and equipment fell for the third year in a row.
For all its faults, private finance is
useful in situations like this because
of its off-balance sheet nature,
which PF2 preserves.
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According to a report issued by
the National Audit Office in
January, the PFI resulted in extra
capital investment for the NHS of
almost £1 billion each year on average in the 12 years to 2010. Now, in
contrast, its effect is a net cash outflow. NHS provider organisations
made total unitary charge payments
of £2 billion in 2016-17. In most
schemes, these payments rise at a
faster rate than inflation—even as
overall health spending has barely
risen in real-terms. What the media
and wider public see is private profiteering as the NHS suffers—adding
an additional political obstacle to a
fuller embrace of PF2 alongside
already intractable fiscal barriers.
Despite the dire need for new
public capital investment, it is hard
to see a future for PF2, which is
experiencing a collapse in confidence on both sides of the market—
the government and the private sector, alongside increasingly strident
criticism from the National Audit
Office—historically a robust supporter of private finance.
The failings of corporate governance at Carillion have exposed the
whole outsourcing industry to hostile media attention. The message
received by the public is that,
through these initiatives, the government exposes itself—and taxpayers and service users—to companies that it cannot understand, let
alone control.
If this is not the tempest that
finally blows private finance out of
the public sector, it will be a close
thing. 

on projects overseen by the World Bank and UN.
Shikun Binui has been trying to break into the U.S.
P3 market for years, with some success—as an investor,
it is equal partners with ACS Infrastructure
Development and InfraRed Capital Partners on the $1billion Texas SH 288 toll road in Houston. It also is 50%
partner with Dragados on the $800-million SH 288 construction contract.
Shikun Binui also is shortlisted with InfraRed on the
$1.8-billion I-10 bridge P3 in Mobile, Ala.

 Japan’s Megabuilders Charged
With Bid Rigging

Prosecutors in Japan pressed charges on March 23
against four of Japan's biggest construction companies
for allegedly rigging bids for stations being built for an
$80-billion maglev train line connecting Tokyo and
Nagoya, in central Japan.
Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism
Minister Keiichi Ishii, speaking at a news conference
after the arrests, said he will consider excluding the
firms from the bidding process for public construction
projects funded by the ministry.
The Tokyo District Prosecutors Office said in a statement that it had charged Taisei Corp., Kajima Corp.,
Obayashi Corp. and Shimizu Corp., along with an executive each from Taisei and Kajima, for allegedly violating anti-trust laws.
Prosecutors charged that the builders coordinated
bidding to ensure each won a similar share of contracts
for the line, called the Linear Chuo Shinkansen being
built by Central Japan Railway Co.

 Thimble Shoal Teams Line Up For
HRBT Design-Build

The Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) said
it received qualification statements from three teams on
March 2 for a design-build contract to widen Interstate
64 at the High Rise Bridge and Tunnel (HRBT) from two
to four lanes, and adding another bridge-tunnel. It’s
expected to cost between $3.3 billion and $3.8 billion.
VDOT said it expects to announce the shortlisted
teams in April. These teams will then create preliminary
design concepts and submit proposals by the fall. VDOT
said it expects to award the contract in early 2019.
The teams that submitted qualifications are:

• Hampton Roads Capacity Constructors: Fluor Inc.
and Lane Construction Co. (lead contractors), Traylor
and Bouygues (tunnel contractors) with AECOM (lead
designer).
• Hampton Roads Connector Partners: Dragados USA,
Vinci, and Dodin Campenon Bernard (contractors)
and HDR and Mott MacDonald (lead designers).
• Skanska/Kiewit (lead contractors), WSP (lead designer) and design support from COWI, VHB and Capita.
Bidders will be asked to simultaneously propose on
an immersed concrete tube tunnel and/or a bored tunnel.
A similar approach was used in 2016 in the procurement
of a design-build contract to build the $756-million
Parallel Thimble Shoal Tunnel project in Chesapeake
Bay. The award went to Dragados USA and Schiavone
for a bored tunnel option, the first use of that technology in the Hampton Roads region.

 Macquarie To Run U.S. P3s From
London

London-based Mark Bradshaw has been named the new
Head of P3 in the Americas, part of Macquarie’s global
Infrastructure and Energy Group, which offers financial
advisory services with “flexible principal development
solutions” in the U.S., Europe, and Latin America.
Bradshaw will retain his title as Head of P3 in Europe.
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 Transurban Pays Macquarie $670
Million For Montreal A25 Toll Road
On March 23, Transurban paid Macquarie
Infrastructure Partners $670 million for the seven-year
old A25 bridge and toll road concession near Montreal.
Transurban expects financial close in Q4, pending
approval under the Investment Canada Act.
The concession extends to 2042 and features hybrid
toll and availability payment plus guaranteed toll
income indexed to inflation. Average daily traffic in 2017
was 46,535, 4.6% more than 2016.
Teamed with Parsons, Kiewit’s Canadian arm
designed and built the six-lane bridge over the Riviere
des Prairies and approaches for the Ministère des
Transports, de la Mobilité durable et de l'Électrification
(MTQ).

 PBBC Moves Quickly On Debt
Deductibility Problem

The Performance Based Buildings Coalition (PBBC) has
moved quickly to make the case to Republicans in
Congress that the interest deductibility language in
President Trump’s tax reform bill will pull the rug out
from under the relatively young P3 infrastructure industry, just when it‘s most needed.

The change in law has jolted the P3 industry, but has
had little visibility in the White House. DJ Gribbin,
Trump’s infrastructure advisor and a friend of P3s, wasn’t aware of the problem until informed recently by a
lobbyist.
There is some dispute about the impact of the tax
change. “The specifics of each deal will be different,”
says a major P3 developer. “Let’s hold our horses and
analyze it first before we start trying to solve a problem
we don’t understand yet.”
As a measure of the harm done, PBBC’s tax advisor
modeled a highly leveraged (95%) social infrastructure
project, financed using availability payments. It found a
“skyrocketing effective tax rate” for a company that has
$100 million of income before interest expense—from
40% before tax reform to 95% under the new bill. The
impact on a net present value basis is 6 to 10%, which
has a substantial effect on the internal rate of return,
the advisor says.
“The specifics of each deal will be different,” says a
major P3 developer. “Let’s hold our horses and analyze
it first before we start trying to solve a problem we don’t
understand yet.”

As PBBC sees it, P3s unintentionally got swept up in
the pursuit of new revenue in the hastily drafted bill.
There are hundreds of other types of businesses, maybe
The section of the new tax law that concerns the P3 thousands, that are trying to make the same case, howindustry, Section 163(j), was ostensibly written to dis- ever. Many of them can rightfully claim greater financial
harm and greater economic
courage the excessive overimpact than the relatively
leveraging of U.S. businesses “The specifics of each deal will be
different.
Let’s
hold
our
horses
and
small P3 industry, however.
by reducing the deductibility
of their interest expense from analyze it first before we start tryPBBC hopes to convince
70% to 30%, starting Jan. 1.
ing to solve a problem we don’t
the
Senate
Finance
understand yet.”
Committee that there is a full
Section 163(j) also will propipeline of infrastructure provide a major source of revenue to offset the large cut in corporate tax rates in the jects that will be affected, some mortally.
Republican bill. According to estimates by the
The Association for the Improvement of American
Congressional Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT), cited
by The Wall Street Journal, reducing interest-expense Infrastructure (AIAI), which represents mainly the
deductibility will increase tax revenues by $171 billion large transportation developers, builders and advisors
over 10 years and another $307 billion over the next 10 active in the U.S., says it will make the case soon that
years. The tax reform law will add $1.5 trillion to the the tax law changes will increase the cost of all public
deficit over 10 years, according to JCT, so the deductibil- works infrastructure financed with debt. “These changes
affect the cost of all infrastructure, not just P3s,” says
ity revenues represent a 13% offset.
John Parkinson, executive director. “The Joint Tax
The interest deductibility limits will affect all types of Committee (JTC) of Congress needs to know that.”
off-balance-sheet leveraged finance. But the greatest
(Three muni bankers contacted by Public Works
impact will be on infrastructure P3s, which are the most
Financing believe that publicly financed projects will
highly leveraged deals in the project finance market.
That’s a tall order.
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not be affected by the interest deductibility change.)
PBBC believes only Congress can fix the problem. It
has drafted a simple paragraph it hopes will be inserted
in any bill with a revenue title. The change would add
P3s to the section of the bill that exempts real estate
companies from the new interest deductibility restrictions. The FAA reauthorization bill is the earliest opportunity, and is the target of PBBC’s lobbying efforts now.
“The real estate exemption ‘fix’ doesn’t sound like it
should be a big deal, and the FAA reauthorization might
well be the first suitable vehicle,” says a federal infrastructure expert. “But the bill likely won’t come up until
August or September,” he says, and potentially much
later if the FAA reauthorization “gets kicked down the
road again.”

ENGINEERING & ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS
The danger is that the proposed correction could be
seen as just another “weedy” issue being promoted by
special interests. Some of AIAI’s muscular members will
have to put their lobbyists to work to raise the visibility
of the tax issue. But even that’s still a long shot. What
may be needed is for the Business Roundtable (BRT) or
some other major player to throw its weight behind the
change.
Mike Burke, AECOM’s CEO, chairs BRT's
Infrastructure Committee, and is working to get BRT to
take a leadership role in this effort.

. . . IRR Impact Estimates Range
Widely
At this point, estimates of the tax consequences from
the change in deductibility vary widely. Here are three
examples:
Los Angeles World Airports: The first P3 project
bid under the new tax rules was the Automated People
Mover project at LAX. Three teams submitted price bids
on Jan. 20, 2018. One included the full amount of the
estimated tax impact in its bid. One included about half,
and one included none of the estimated tax law impact
in its price.
According to a banker advising one of the teams, the
estimated tax increase due to the tax reform act ranged
from $100 million to $150 million on a net present value
(NPV) basis on the full DBFOM project cost of roughly
$3 billion over 30 years.
Some details: LAWA initially told bidders in
December not to price the tax increase in their bids. It
quickly changed its mind, told bidders it would not

Transportation  Rail and Transit  Environmental
Energy  Field Services

www.typsa.com  www.aztec.us
absorb the tax impact, and extended the bid date for
about three weeks.
When bids came in, only one of the three bidders took
the full tax hit, which it estimated would be $100 million to $150 million NPV. That team assumed that not
pricing the tax hit in its bid would be enough to win the
competition. It wasn’t—the Fluor/Balfour Beatty/ACS
price included all of the estimated tax hit, but was still
30% lower NPV than its closest competitor. It was as
though “they bid a different project,” including numerous ATCs, says the banker.
At the high end, the estimated $150-million tax
impact on a $3-billion project, “while not a large number
on a relative basis, could make the difference between a
12% IRR and a 5 or 6% IRR on a highly leveraged P3
deal,” says the banker.
PBBC Tax Guidance: The Performance Based
Building Coalition (PBBC) briefing paper estimated the
tax impact on a hypothetical availability pay social infrastructure project financed with 95% debt. The construction period is five years with another 30 years for O&M.
The hypothetical company’s net income before interest
expense during construction is $100 million. PBBC’s tax
expert figures the effective tax rate on the project company would be 40% before reform, and 95% after reform, on
a nominal basis. On an NPV basis, the tax hit could be
from 6% to 10%, according to PBBC’s advisor.
PWFinancing/February-March 2018
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Compounding the problem, Plenary Group CEO
Brian Budden points out that under the new tax bill,
use of Net Operating Losses (NOL) in construction
accounting is restricted to 80% of income, therefore
accelerating cash taxes on projects. The NOL restriction
applies to all projects, he says. Taken together, he says,
“The interest deductibility provision, coupled with the
80% NOL limitation, will mean projects would become
cash taxable starting within the first few years.”
Deloitte Discussion Paper: A comprehensive
analysis of various scenarios for transportation P3s was
produced in a paper for FHWA by Deloitte Financial
Advisory Services in June 2017, before tax reform. The
discussion paper, “Consideration of Tax Issues in
Developing and Evaluating Public-Private Partnership
Concessions for Transportation” has led to skepticism at
FHWA and among some federal finance experts about
the claims of dire consequences on P3s from tax reform.
Public Works Financing sought clarification from
Deloitte’s P3 experts based on a more recent analysis of
a hypothetical social infrastructure project before and
after tax reform, but they were unavailable for comment.

 LaGuardia Airlines Sign P3 Use
Agreement

Almost two years after financial close, LaGuardia
Gateway Partners in February successfully negotiated
and signed a use agreement with the airlines with operations in Terminal B—United, American, Southwest
and Air Canada.
Details were not available at press time.
(As proposed in the financial closing documents in
2016:
To get an investment-grade rating for the debt portion of the $4-billion P3 financing for the LaGuardia P3,
the owner, the Port Authority of NY/NJ, agreed to write
a check for $1.2 billion upfront and put in another $1
billion
later
on.
The
developers,
Vantage/Skanska/Meridiam, agreed to put in $200 million in equity, and proceeds from $2.5 billion in bonds.
Up to 85% of the funds pledged to pay debt service
were to come from airline use payments, which were
expected to be sufficient alone to pay back all of the project debt. The remaining 15-20% of the pledged revenues were forecast to come from retail concessions.
Those retail lease payments were predicted to increase
by 3% annually once the new terminal is completed and
10
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concessions are moved inside security checkpoints. The
Port Authority insisted on keeping all parking revenues
and landing fees.)
Terms of the executed agreement will be detailed
here as soon as they are available.

From PWF’s Archives
October, 1989: Lockheed’s Viggo Butler Laments
U.S. Failure On Airport Privatization
“There have been no privately developed airports done
in the U.S. Britain is going in that direction very rapidly. Turkey has decided to go to the private sector for most
of the infrastructure work there. Malaysia is currently
considering it. New Zealand has announced the sale of
its airports to private ownership. Australia is headed in
that direction. Canada is well into it. The Japanese in
their own way, are doing it. Europe will get into it rapidly and Norway is considering it.
“The countries that are still coming out of a socialist
environment are going to private airport development.
Yet this country, the bastion of free enterprise, is not really thinking about it. The United States, both in government and business, seems to have slowed down on innovation.
“We’re becoming very successful now in becoming an
international company doing these services for others,
yet we can’t do it at home. There’s no logical explanation.
When you take a trip by air, you buy your ticket from a
privately owned travel agent. You ride in a privately
owned taxi. You fly in a privately owned airplane. You
stay in a privately owned hotel. You rent a privately
owned car. But you take off and land at a publicly owned
airport.”
So far, in the U.S. only Luis Muñoz Marín
International Airport in San Juan, Puerto Rico, has
been privatized. (Midway was cancelled and Stewart
reverted to public ownership.) San Juan’s airport is
owned by the Puerto Rico Ports Authority and since
2013 has been managed under a 40-year lease by
Aerostar Airport Holdings, a 50-50 joint venture of High
Star Capital and Mexican operator Grupo
Aeroportuario del Sureste. They paid an up-front fee of
$615 million, committed to pay annual fees, and agreed
to fund $1.4 billion in capex.

 IATA: 100% Of Air Privatizations
A Failure

In 2016, 34 of the top 100 airports in the world were

either fully or partly privatized, according to Skytrax, a
British consultancy. In a speech last month at Aviation
Day USA in NYC, Alexandre de Juniac, Director
General and CEO of the International Air Transport
Association (IATA), said none of them have improved
customer service or operational efficiency.
“We have yet to see an airport privatization that
has, in the long-term, delivered on the promised benefits of greater efficiency for airlines and a better experience for our customers.
“To date there has been no regulatory formula that
effectively balances the interest of private owners to
earn a profit with the public interest to have the airport serve as an engine of economic growth.
“The result,” he said, “is that our members are very
frustrated with the state of privatized airports. By all
means invite private sector expertise to bring commercial discipline and a customer service focus to airport
management. But our view is that the ownership is best
left in public hands.”

 Three Teams Shortlisted For DC
Streetlights

Three teams were shortlisted on March 21 to compete
for a 10-20 year DBFOM concession to modernize more
than 75,000 streetlights in the District of Columbia by
converting them to LED technology with remote monitoring and control capabilities.
An additional opportunity exists to incorporate smart
city technologies in the light facilities that provide
broadband WiFi, enhanced cell phone services, information kiosks and sensors, among other things. Such technologies could leverage the District’s 100-gigabit fiber
network, DC-Net, or utilize privately owned data facilities.
Capex is estimated at $100 million, though that figure will be refined after the DC Office of Public Private
Partnerships (OP3) hires a technical advisor. Final
technical and performance specifications are currently
under development and will be made available in the
RFP. OP3 prefers an off-balance sheet structure with
debt and equity financing, but will consider an all-debt
structure repaid with city funds.
Permitting will be the responsibility of the chosen
developer. The city will obtain NEPA approvals.
Eleven teams responded to a
Qualifications (RFQ) on June 21, 2017.

Request

The three finalists are:
• DC Smart Lighting Partners II (Star America Fund
GP, Aldridge Electric, Fluor Enterprises, WSP,
Chesapeake Electric Systems, Sharp & Company,
Business Transformation Group)
• MAB Smart Solutions (Meridiam Smart Solutions,
Ameresco, Broadspectrum Infrastructure, Parsons
Transportation Group, C3M Power Systems, Monrad
Engineering, L.S. Caldwell & Associates, S2N
Technology Group)
• The Plenary Infrastructure DC (Plenary Group USA
Concessions, Kiewit Development Company, OpTerra
Energy Services, Mass Electric Company, Indigo
Mid-Atlantic, Engie Services).

 California High Speed Rail IOS
Costs Skyrocket

The California High Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA)
released a draft 2018 business plan on March 13 stating that costs for completing Phase 1 of the system
(San Francisco to Anaheim ) could come in as high as
$98 billion, that completion will come in 2033, and
that the authority will probably need additional funding in order to complete the initial operating segment
of the system.
To save money, the authority may defer construction
of the tunnels needed to connect the two segments. It
also is considering replacing a 30-mile section of dedicated track near San Jose with 110-mph trains running
on Union Pacific right-of-way, including grade crossings.
Design-build contracts were let starting in 2013
for
phase
one
civil
works
to
Tutor
Perini/Zachry/Parsons,
and
to
Ferrovial
Agroman/Griffiths. Three structures have been completed and work is underway at 20 sites.

 More Trouble On SH 130 Toll
Concession

The new owners of the SH 130 Concession Co. are suing
Cintra and 13 others claiming they knew of pavement
flaws and the impending financial crash before the
$968-million toll road was completed in 2012. They
claim Cintra hid that information from lenders, and
they now want to claw back $330 million that was paid
by Cintra to its contractor parent Ferrovial to complete
the two-lane asphalt road south of Austin.

for
A key issue is pavement reconstruction work on SH
PWFinancing/February-March 2018
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130 that was left undone by Ferrovial and its jv partner
Zachry before the project company’s bankruptcy in
2016. Berger Group estimated the cost of completing
that work a year ago at $90 million. The lawsuit now
claims the cost is $130 million.
Longitudinal cracks due to drought-induced soil
shrinkage started appearing in the shoulders of SH 130
well before the 41-mile toll road was completed in
November 2012. The cracks spread and in 2017 affected about 5% of the travel lanes in localized areas.
Solving the problem may require excavating and
replacing the highly expansive soils to a depth of about
five feet.
Pavement designs were done by EarthTech and
AECOM and approved by Ferrovial Agroman’s engineering department. Texas roadbuilder T.J. Lambrecht
Construction placed and compacted the soils as a subcontractor to the joint venture of Ferrovial Agroman
and Zachry. Lambrecht liquidated its fleet in 2012 and
exited the contracting business.
Their equal joint venture, Central Texas Highway
Constructors (CTHC), in 2015 sued its builders’ risk
insurer, AIG’s Lexington Insurance Co., of Boston, for
damages CTHC claims were caused by drought. The
negotiated outcome is not public.

TIFIA Not Driving the Bus
When it filed for bankruptcy in March 2016, SH 130
Concession Co. had late payments on about $1.7 billion
of debt, including $1.27 billion in principal and more
than $400 million in unpaid interest, expenses and fees.
Included in that amount is principal and accrued interest on a TIFIA loan of $430 million, making the Federal
Highway Administration’s TIFIA loan program the
largest creditor.
Despite that dubious honor, TIFIA lost control of the
reorganized concession company in 2016 because it wasn’t allowed to participate in the post-bankruptcy liquidity financing.
Every lender, including TIFIA, was invited by the
court to propose terms for post-petition financing. The
USDOT’s Credit Council authorized TIFIA’s pro-rata
participation. OMB, however, subsequently informed
USDOT that its workout authority did not permit participation in such loans. As such, TIFIA would have
needed direct statutory authority to participate, which
it didn’t have under Title 23.
“We lost a lot of leverage,” says a FHWA official.
“We’re not driving this bus.”
Absent TIFIA, BNP Paribas provided $15 million in

12
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debtor-in-possession financing last year.
USDOT had hoped to auction its 34% equity interest
in the SH 130 concession company this fall. When it
does go to market, the sale of TIFIA’s $600-million equity stake will be among the largest asset sales in the
transportation market.
Berger Group performed the SH 130 traffic studies
for the new owners and has been hired by them to manage the all-electronic toll road. Its studies project annual increases in traffic of about 6% a year— 5% for trucks
and 7-8% for cars. Those numbers are driven by growing congestion levels on I-35. Diversions to SH 130 are
projected to increase with marketing help from Texas
DOT, says Andy Bailey, CEO the new SH 130
Concession Co.
“This could be a beautiful roadway” once repairs and
other improvements are completed, he told PWF year.

. . . Legal Issues Raised In The
SH 130 Lawsuit
The SH 130 lawsuit was filed in early March 2018 in
the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Western District of
Texas. The claims by lenders raise some key legal
issues:

~ Fraudulent Payments

If the original developer has failed to meet design or
construction standards and is obligated to rectify, then
the lenders must step up to rectify if they want to avoid
default and potential damages and termination. This is
the scenario that has played out on SH-130, Segments
5&6.
The lenders there now seek to recover the millions
they must spend to fix the roadway problems.
Apparently, their legal theory is one of fraudulent payments to the affiliated DB contractor at a time the original equity investors allegedly knew that the project
was not financially viable. A fraudulent transfer to an
affiliate would not be forgiven in bankruptcy.
The lenders maintain that Cintra knew their project
would fail long before its completion, and should have
stopped paying its contractor and reserved $330 million
to repay lenders instead.
That’s questionable. The developer was obligated to
TxDOT to build and complete the project. The developer did not enjoy the option of halting construction or
backing out simply because the overall deal may no
longer have made sense; if it had done so, it would have

faced significant damages for costs to complete and termination, in which case the lenders would have lost a
great deal indeed. But it looks like the lenders’ legal theory is that payments for defective work were fraudulent
and to that extent the original equity investors are
liable.

~ Affiliated DB Contractors

Whether Cintra’s affiliation with its Spanish contractor parent, Ferrovial, had a bearing on the poor outcome
remains to be determined. Whether it portends the end
of using affiliated DB contractors on P3s also is an open
question. There are many benefits to the private players, not the least of which are perceived competitive
advantages of such vertical integration, and reduced
friction and dispute between the developer and DB contractor.
A more likely outcome is heightened lender technical
advisor scrutiny of design and construction performance. And perhaps heightened scrutiny by the public
agency as well.

~ The TIFIA Impact

The TIFIA office has heightened its scrutiny and
stiffened its underwriting of revenue risk concessions
because so many projects have had overly optimistic
revenue projections.
But these are project financings. Every project has its
own characteristics and risk profile, and the economic
results of one don’t speak to how a different one will fair.
So, setting aside TIFIA’s views about Cintra’s ability to
design and construct properly, conceptually the insolvency of the SH130 project should have little or no bearing on willingness to extend federal credit assistance for
other Cintra projects.
Formally, it doesn’t. But informally, “It’s not written
down anywhere, but it certainly would be discussed,”
says a FHWA official.

~ State DOT Qualifications

For similar reasons and because the public agency is
well protected from developer bankruptcy risk, public
agencies should not hesitate to entertain Cintra statements of qualifications and proposals for their projects
and need not downgrade scoring based on this prior
bankruptcy. The claims of defective design and construction is a different matter, however, as poor performance can directly impact the public agency’s interests,
and therefore can be a factor in evaluations. 
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Transportation Policy
Review
FIXING HIGHWAY FUNDING
by Robert W. Poole, Jr.,
Director of Transportation Policy, Reason Foundation

Regular readers of this column know that I’m a big
fan of tolls as a better highway funding source than
fuel taxes. But even those who aren’t big fans of tolling
should be concerned about the coming demise of fuel
taxes as the primary source for funding America’s
highways.
Back in 2005 I served on a special committee
appointed by the Transportation Research Board
(TRB). Our challenge was to examine likely future
changes in vehicle propulsion and the demand for
highway travel. Even then, it became clear to all 14
members that fuel taxes were not sustainable, longterm. Our report, The Fuel Tax and Alternatives for
Transportation Funding, explained why we’d reached
this conclusion and suggested steps toward finding a
replacement. They included:
• Retain and strengthen the users-pay principle;
• Expand the use of tolls;
• Test what we now call mileage-based user fees; and,
• Find a stable source of tax funding for transit
Our findings were reinforced several years later,
when the congressionally-appointed National Surface
Transportation Infrastructure Financing Commission
assessed a wide array of replacements and concluded
that replacing per-gallon taxes with per-mile charges
(mileage-based user fees—MBUFs) was the best way
forward.
For the last five years or so, a growing number of
state DOTs have operated pilot programs to test various ways of implementing MBUFs to replace per-gallon fuel taxes. They have learned that it’s wise to offer
people several alternative ways of having their
mileage reported, and that it might make sense to
have private firms provide the interface with vehicle
operators to alleviate concerns over government mon14
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itoring people’s travel. They’ve also found that actual
experience with a per-mile charging system alleviates
most of the concerns people have, based only on what
they’ve read about the idea.
The transition from per-gallon to per-mile will be a
major shift in transportation funding. So it is critically important that we think hard about the scope of
this change. As I see it, there are four serious flaws
with the 20th century model of paying for highways
via per-gallon tax in addition to dependence on one
particular mode of vehicle propulsion. The others are:
• Most fuel taxes are not indexed for inflation;
• The original users-pay/users-benefit principle has
been seriously breached;
• Fuel taxes are viewed by people as taxes, not payments for highway use; and,
• Fuel tax revenues are sent to politicians, not directly to highway providers.
Ideally, we should fix these four flaws as part of the
transition from per-gallon to per-mile.
Problem #1 is the smallest change. A growing number of US toll roads now index their toll rates to the
CPI or some other inflation index; this has been made
a lot easier thanks to all-electronic tolling. Eight
states have recently indexed their fuel taxes to inflation, too, so inflation-indexing state MBUFs should
not be a big deal.
Problems 2 and 3 are related, I believe. Highway
users readily accepted gas taxes when they began at
the state level in 1919, because they were sure that
although it was called a tax, it actually operated as a
pure user fee: all the revenues were deposited into a
dedicated state highway fund, so the users-pay/usersbenefit principle was visible and widely understood.

But in the second half of the 20th century, that principle
was eroded, bit by bit, as state highway departments
became state transportation departments. In a large
number of states, the dedicated highway fund morphed
into a state transportation fund, supporting a whole
array of transportation modes. Congress did the same
thing with federal fuel taxes, starting in the 1970s. But
the large majority (and in some cases all) of the revenue
still comes from “highway user taxes.” Thus, while
users-pay has been retailed, the users-benefit part of
the deal has been seriously undercut.
And that, I believe, has contributed to the public perception of a “gas tax increase” as simply a tax increase,
and therefore something to be resisted. House Speaker
Paul Ryan objected vociferously to recent calls for a federal gas-tax increase, right after Congress had given
most Americans a tax cut. A whole array of taxpayer
groups seconded that motion, and the odds of Congress
enacting a federal fuel tax increase look very small.
That kind of battle does not, for the most part, occur
when your cell-phone company increases rates in order
to add more cell towers to give you better reception. Nor
does it occur when your electric company replaces an
aging coal-fired power plant with a state-of-the-art gasfired plant. A well-supported rate increase for such a
project is likely to be approved by the state regulatory
commission without much fuss. In these and other
cases, what you pay is clearly a user fee—one that meets
the users-pay/users-benefit principle. And this is true
even when the supplier in question is a municipal electric, gas, or water utility. You pay utility bills, not tax
bills.
Those utility cases are also different from highways
in that you pay the user fees directly to the provider of
the service. Here again, the same is true whether the
utility is run by the local or state government or is an
investor-owned company. You are charged based on how
much or what category of service you use, and you pay
the provider, not the government. The only case where
this is true in the highway sector is toll roads (whether
private or public).
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Design Quality Assurance
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ŝŶĨƌĂƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞΛƌŬĐŝ͘ĐŽŵǁǁǁ͘ƌŬĐŝ͘ĐŽŵ

My point here is that the emergence of viable methods of charging per mile also makes it feasible to depoliticize highways and re-organize them along the
same lines as the other public utilities on which our
economy depends. If we are going to go through the
great effort it will take to change the method of paying
for highways, let’s at least attempt to fix all the flaws
that are now evident with today’s fuel-tax model. 

For information about
how to list your firm in PWF’s
Public-Private Services Directory
contact William Reinhardt
at (908) 577-8411 or
www.pwfinance.net
or email: pwfinance@aol.com
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Annual

ARTBA Public-Private Partnerships
in Transportation Conference
#artbap3

The Nation’s Premier and Longest-standing
Transportation P3 Networking Event

July 18-20, 2018 | Hyatt Regency on Capitol Hill | Washington, D.C.
• CONNECT with hundreds of key decision makers, project sponsors, private-sector finance
•
•
•
•

executives and government leaders from all levels.
JOIN interactive sessions on key P3 topics.
LEARN lessons from the past 30 years of P3 transportation projects.
LOOK AHEAD to the developing P3 market.
WELCOME the next generation of P3 leaders through the Young Professionals Track.

Registration will open in January 2018 at www.artbap3.org.
Contact ARTBA’s Allison Rose at 202.683.1022 or arose@artba.org with questions about the program.
To sponsor or exhibit at the ARTBA P3 Conference, contact ARTBA’s Ed Tarrant
at 202.683.1031 or etarrant@artba.org.
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Academic Perspectives on P3s
(This is a new monthly column in PWF reviewing the academic
literature on P3s, with summaries and commentary by Professor
Eoin Reeves, Head of the Department of Economics and Director
of the Privatisation and PPP Research Group at the University of
Limerick, Ireland.)

Evaluating Highway Public-Private
Partnerships: Evidence from U.S. Value
for Money Studies
by Porter K. Wheeler and Jonathan L. Gifford

Observers from both industry and government feel that publicprivate partnerships (P3s) offer the potential to bring forward
many desired transportation infrastructure improvements by moving away from traditional delivery models. But all parties are seeking better evidence about the extent to which P3s can deliver real
value and high quality infrastructure. Value for money (VfM) analysis is a tool developed for public transportation agencies for evaluating various project delivery methods by comparing the traditional procurement method to a P3 approach.

3. The most commonly used discount rate was 5%, which is used
as a proxy for the state's long-term cost of capital. Studies
often presented sensitivity analysis of value for money by varying the value of discount rate.
4. Financing assumptions: Conventionally, it is thought that the
public access to tax-exempt bonds would reduce the value for
money because it reduces the total cost for the public sector
compared to private reliance on bank debt. As the VfM calculation further reflects, rates make a difference, and when favorable borrowing rates are available to private partners, for example via access to Private Activity Bonds (PABs), the advantages
of agency tax-exempt bonds is substantially reduced.
Based on the findings of the study, authors recommend the following for improving VfM analysis practices in the US:
• VfM studies should be uniformly used and made accessible,
clearly specifying base models used for the PSC.
• Risk transfers are admittedly difficult to quantify, but need to
be more explicitly addressed.
• Other benefits such as time to completion, social benefits, and
qualitative goals of the agency need to be explicitly addressed
if not quantified.
Professor Reeves’ Commentary:
•
It is important that proposed P3s are subjected to rigorous ex ante appraisal and VfM studies can be an important tool of

The experience in utilizing VfM analysis varies widely among
U.S. state transportation agencies. This paper examines the state
of practice used in the VfM studies of U.S. highway projects.

World’s Leading Transportation
Seven VfM studies were selected for a comparative analysis:
Presidio Parkway in California, I-595 Managed Lanes in Florida,
the Port of Miami Tunnel in Florida, I-4 Ultimate in Florida, Brent
Spence Bridge in Ohio, I-64 Managed Lanes in Virginia, and I-85
Renewal Project in Virginia. The studies show a wide range of estimated value for money: -0.7% to 35% in terms of a percentage of
construction cost; and -$13 million to $1,375 million in terms of
dollar value.
The key findings of this paper are as follows:
1. Determination of the Public Sector Comparator (PSC): Three
delivery models are used as PSC in selected VfM studies:
design-bid-build (DBB), design-build (DB), and design-buildfinance (DBF). The observation is that agencies choose a procurement model that is predominantly used for delivering projects within the organization.
2. Risk transfer and repayment scheme: It is notable that all seven
studies considered DBFOM with availability payment scheme in
their analysis. Five of seven projects that survived the P3
screening process ended up pursuing DBFOM with availability
payment.

Infrastructure Developer
With experience spanning nearly 50 years of innovative
highway development on four continents, Cintra is one
of the leading transportation infrastructure companies
in the world. Today, our portfolio includes more
than 1,200 miles of managed highways worldwide,
representing a total global investment in traﬃc
congestion improvements of more than $23.5 billion.
Ferrovial is recognized as one of the world’s largest
private operators of transportation infrastructure and
a leading services provider. It generates net revenues
of nearly $10.7 billion a year, has operations in more
than 15 countries and assets totaling approximately
$27.6 billion.
Ferrovial’s business model is focused on end-to-end
infrastructure management, design, construction,
ﬁnancing, operation and maintenance. With this aim,
the company is active in complementary sectors, such
as airport and toll road construction and operation, as
well as services.
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analysis in this regard;
•
Compared to other well-established appraisal techniques
such as Cost-Benefit Analysis, VfM studies are still evolving and
this study shows how the practice of VfM can vary across jurisdictions;
•
The international experience demonstrates that VfM studies can be manipulated when governments or procuring agencies
are strongly in favor of the P3 model.
•
VfM studies should ideally include sensitivity analysis
whereby key assumptions (e.g. choice of discount rate) are tested.

•
The governance of P3 procurement will be enhanced
where VfM studies are made publicly available as soon as pos-

Based on a paper titled “Evaluating
Highway Public-Private Partnerships: Evidence
from U.S. Value for Money Studies” by Drs.
Porter K. Wheeler and Jonathan L. Gifford of
the Center for Transportation Public-Private
Partnership Policy at George Mason University.
The paper was published in the February 2018
(Volume 62) issue of Transport Policy.

sible. Public scrutiny of VfM studies will incentivize policymakers to ensure they are as accurate and that final decisions about
procurement methods can be justified. 

THE LEADING GUARANTOR IN
INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCE.

• ~$12 Billion in Claims-Paying Resources*
• $2.5 Billion in Weekly Trading Volume of Insured Bonds
• Three Decades in Public and P3 Infrastructure Finance
• Best-in-Class Credit Underwriting and Long-Term Surveillance
Find out how our guaranty of timely interest and principal payments
improves marketability, reduces issuers’ financing costs and
protects investors.
Lorne Potash: 212.261.5579 lpotash@agltd.com
Sam Nakhleh: 212.261.5522 snakhleh@agltd.com

*Aggregate data for operating subsidiaries within the Assured Guaranty Ltd.
(NYSE:AGO) group. Claims on each insurer’s guarantees are paid from that insurer’s
separate claims-paying resources. Details in the latest Assured Guaranty Ltd.
Financial Supplement at assuredguaranty.com/agldata.

ASSURED GUARANTY MUNICIPAL CORP.| MUNICIPAL ASSURANCE CORP. |
ASSURED GUARANTY CORP. | NEW YORK, NY
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 SNC-Lavalin
Wins Montreal
LRT DBF

The remaining capital –
Cdn $512 million - is coming
from
the
Montreal–area
transit
agency, Autorité régionale
de transport métropolitain
(ARTM). It’s making the
payment to REM in recognition of the increased land values REM will create. The
Quebec government, however, will cover the ARTM payment, and the municipalities, which will get greater
land taxes from the REM, are expected to invest that
money in transit.

Canadian
Infrastructure Finance

A Quebec pension fund has
named two groups centered
on SNC-Lavalin as preferred suppliers to design,
build, and provide vehicles for a new Cdn $6.3-billion
LRT in Montreal.

The Réseau express métropolitain (REM), a project
run by the infrastructure arm of the Caisse de dépôt et
placement du Québec (CDPQ), has a unique financial
structure. The pension fund is putting up Cdn $2.95 billion in equity, and Canada’s federal and Quebec governments are each contributing Cdn $1.28 billion in equity.
There is no debt in the project, run by CDPQ Infra,
which said work on the 67-km, 26-station route is
expected to start in April with service on part of the line
beginning in 2021. The trains will be fully automated.
Groupe NouvLR (SNC Lavalin Grands Projets,
Dragados Canada, Groupe Aecon Québec, Pomerleau
and EBC) won the roughly Cdn $5-billion construction
contract and Groupe des Partenaires pour la Mobilité
des Montréalais (Alstom Transport Canada and SNCLavalin O&M) won the roughly Cdn $1-billion vehicle/O&M contract. As well as the equity investors, the
Quebec government’s electricity company, Hydro
Quebec, will put up Cdn $295 million for electricity
infrastructure. The government said this is a commercial investment, not a subsidy, as the REM will be a big
customer.

ARTM will collect the REM fares, and pay REM Cdn
72 cents per passenger-km, which is supposed to cover
all operating and capital costs. The Caisse expects to
make up to 9% on its investment. It has priority over
any distributions. The federal and provincial governments are supposed to make a 4% return. Discussions
around the DB contract got difficult in late 2017, when
the Caisse extended the tender date by a month to allow
for further talks to ensure it got value for money. In
announcing the project winners, it said the deal came in
within 5% of original cost estimates, met the 72 cents
per passenger-km target the Caisse wanted, and did not
require any further government investment.

 No P3 For Manitoba Schools
The province of Manitoba has decided not to use a P3
model to build four new schools because it can do better
by using an enhanced conventional approach that
adopts some P3 attributes. In announcing the decision
in the March budget, Finance Minister Cameron
Friesen said the enhanced approach “will achieve many
of the same savings as would be available through the
P3 model.”

America’s water infrastructure needsSM present a challenge.
SUEZ offers an innovative SOLUTION
Recently, our nation’s water systems received a failing grade. The debt crisis has
placed huge financial burdens on local governments, preventing investment in
infrastructure. SUEZ has the answer; it’s called SOLUTIONSM.
Under this plan, SUEZ and its capital partners will invest major funds for improvements. While ensuring municipal control, SUEZ will upgrade and operate water
systems using advanced technologies. The result: Greatly enhanced efficiency,
compliance with quality/environmental standards and stable rates. Implementation
in Bayonne, NJ has received both the American Water Summit Partnership
Performance of the Year Award and the Gold award for “Best Water or Wastewater
Project” at the 2014 P3 Awards. Our SOLUTIONSM is your solution, visit the website
below for details.
http://www.mysuezwater.com/community-environment/solution-commitment

With a saving of nearly Cdn $19
million on conventional costs of
around Cdn $100 million, the
Conservative government is going to
build a fifth new school. In the budget it cited tendering multiple
schools at one time as being a key
factor in the saving. But it also said
the small scale worked against a P3.
It mentioned the time and cost of the
P3 tendering process, the urgent
need for the schools, and the value
for money, prepared by KPMG last
year, as factors in the decision.

 BC To Use DBF For New Bridge
The government of the province of British Columbia is
using a DB and partly finance model for a Cdn $1.38-billion bridge to replace the existing Pattullo Bridge in
Vancouver.
Announced in February, the new bridge will be
owned, operated, and maintained by the province, but
the winning consortium will have to finance Cdn $300
million of the build cost, the Ministry of Transportation
and Infrastructure said. B.C. will repay the Cdn $300
million at completion, giving the private group a big
incentive to meet deadlines and specifications.
The model chosen offered the greatest value for
money and will get the new bridge built quickly, the
ministry said. The existing Pattullo bridge, built in
1937, has exceeded its planned 50-year life by 30 years.
An RFQ is expected this spring, with a shortlist in
the summer, construction starting in summer 2019, and
opening in 2023. The new bridge, to be built near the
existing structure that crosses the Fraser River between
the communities of New Westminster and Surrey, will
have four lanes and separated walking and cycling lanes
on both sides.

 Carillion Selling P3s in
Bankruptcy

Pieces of Canadian subsidiaries of Carillion plc, the
British construction, services and infrastructure compa-

. . . European News

 Atlantia And ACS Will Shake Up
Global P3 Industry
Italy’s Atlantia, SpA and Spain’s ACS, S.A. have set out
to shake up the toll road industry. The two firms have
turned from rivals to partners in a joint Euro $18.2-billion (US$22.7 billion) takeover bid of Spanish highway
operator Abertis Infraestructuras, S.A. through a new
portfolio vehicle.
As part of a complex, binding investment agreement
still under discussion, the two firms said, after signing
a preliminary agreement in Madrid, that they will pursue P3 highways and railway projects worldwide using
Hochtief, the German-based arm of ACS, as a tool box.
Atlantia will get 24% of Hochtief.
The boards of all three firms have approved the deal
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ny that is now in liquidation, have been sold, including
a number of P3 contracts.
EllisDon Corp., a major Canadian builder and P3
company, is buying 70% of the shares in four hospital
maintenance P3s from Carillion Canada Holdings Inc.
for an undisclosed price. It already owned 30%.
EllisDon will become the sole service provider to the four
Ontario hospitals, the Royal Ottawa Hospital, Oakville
Trafalgar Memorial Hospital, William Osler Health
System, and Sault Area Hospital. Contracts for three of
the four total Cdn $25.9 million a year. EllisDon is also
buying half the shares of the Healthcare Infrastructure
Company of Canada (ROH) Inc. in which it already owns
half.
In another transaction, Fairfax Financial Holdings
has bought certain assets and liabilities of Carillion's
Canadian support services operations, OutlandCarillion Services, which provide facilities management,
workforce accommodation, and forestry services across
Canada. Fairfax also bought two P3s, including one that
provides support services to the P3 Toronto Forensic
Services and Coroner's Complex. As a result of that purchase, Dominion Bond Rating Service ended the review
of the forensic center’s Cdn $190.3 million senior debt,
and upgraded it to A (low) from BBB (High).
Carillion Canada Holdings and other Carillion subsidiaries in Canada are under bankruptcy protection
until at least late May. 

saying the cross-holdings will forge the largest construction-concessions platform in the world, creating a new
world champion in the development of complex infrastructure projects.
The CEOs of ACS and Atlantia, Florentino Perez and
Giovanni Castelucci, speaking in a joint press conference, affirmed that the move would help their companies meet the challenge of satisfying a US$200-billion
global infrastructure market. Hochtief chief executive
Marcelino Fernandez Verdes noted that his company
had identified infrastructure projects, both greenfield
and brownfield: 50% of which are in the U.S. and
Canada; 25% in Australia; 10% in Europe; and 15% in
Latin America.
ACS’s construction arms, Dragados and Flatiron,
teamed with Canada’s Aecon, recently were awarded a
Euro 1-billion (US$1.2 billion) civil works contract by

BC Hydro in British Columbia, Canada, as part of a
Euro 6.7-billion (US$8.2 billion) hydroelectric power
plant. The deal follows a US$1.9-billion P3 bid that ACS
won in January for an automated people mover for Los
Angeles World Airports.
(Canada continues to be fertile ground for ACS. Its
strategic partner there, Aecon, is close to being acquired
by China Communications Construction Inc., which had
cash flow of $5 billion last year. (see p. 2))
Under the announced terms of the joint takeover of
Abertis, Atlantia and ACS said they will each take 50%
of Abertis and not break it up. ACS will improve its offer
for Abertis, submitted through Hochtief to the Spanish
stock market regulator, removing the share component
and make an all-cash offer that will price each Abertis
share at Euro 18.36 (US$22.69). At the same time,
Atlantia will withdraw its bid. Abertis will be delisted by
Hochtief, and Atlantia and ACS will together inject Euro
7 billion (US$8.6 billion) in capital to the holding company they will set up to own Abertis. Atlantia will be first
shareholder with a 50% stake plus one share; ACS will
own 30%, and Hochtief 20% minus one share.
Once the full details of the deal are finalized, the new
bid will go before Spain’s stock market regulator CNMV
(Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores) for
approval. At the same time, a new round of authorizations from Spain and the EU may need to be sought,
sources indicate, before the offering comes on the market.
A legion of international lenders had lined up to
finance the once-rival bidders, and are now jockeying to
become bankers to the vehicle buying Abertis. The
lenders included 25 banks for Atlantia, including BNP
Paris Bas, Credit Suisse, and Bank of America and 17
banks for ACS, including JP Morgan, UBS, HSBC,
Société Générale, and Goldman Sachs.
A large number of investment funds have Euro 12 billion (US$15 billion) at play on the outcome of the deal.
BlackRock, reports say, holds stakes in all three players,
4% in Abertis, 1.7% in Atlantia, and a 3.1% stake in
Hochtief for a combined Euro 2.2 billion (US$2.8 billion),
while French Lazard has invested in two, a 3% stake in
ACS and 2.7% in Atlantia for a total Euro of 1.1 billion
(US$1.4 billion).
Atlantia, as the largest shareholder, will consolidate
the new holding vehicle and Abertis on its books, including its debt. The companies’ relationship will be governed by a shareholders’ agreement currently being

written, Atlantia and ACS said, including naming the
firm’s leaders.
Under the evolving plans, Abertis will remain
Spanish and its highway portfolio will be retained and
subsequently grow with mature assets that Atlantia,
ACS, and Hochtief, will spin off to it. Abertis, a pure
highway operator, is to become a multimodal operator,
including railways and expanding to hospitals and other
social P3’s.
Meetings reportedly began in February for a threeway deal that brought the firms’ CEOs to the negotiating table, and subsequently removed Spain’s opposition
to the deal. Over eight months both Atlantia, controlled
by the billionaire Italian Benetton family, and ACS, run
by major stockholder Florentino Perez (also president of
the Real Madrid soccer club), had lobbied hard for
Abertis. The Spanish government spoke out against
Atlantia’s bid, wanting to keep Abertis in Spanish
hands. Though there was little the Spanish government
could do to block the deal legally, it is seen as politically
convenient that the new joint offer obtained the Spanish
blessing and sends a friendly signal to Italy.
High on the agenda of the current talks is agreeing on
the ground rules of how Hochtief will be run under the
new regime. Atlantia will contribute its deep pockets to
PWFinancing/February-March 2018
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Hochtief because as a concessions group it has access to
cheaper financing than ACS or Hochtief have. At the
same time, Atlantia will gain from ACS’s and Hochtief ’s
exposure to markets in the US, Canada, Australia, and
Germany, where it is not present.
Atlantia will take its 24% Hochtief stake from ACS,
which will reduce its stake in Hochtief from 78% to
54.8% to make way for Atlantia. Since Atlantia is not
purchasing all of Abertis, the new deal frees up capital
for Atlantia, helping it to agree to purchase a Euro 1.1billion (US$1.4 billion) stake in Eurotunnel as part of a
plan to seek more acquisitions outside Italy.

. . . Shareholder Friendly Abertis
Spain’s Abertis Infraestructura, S.A. generated sturdy
results for its shareholders in 2017 as net profit surged
by 13% to Euro 897 million (US$1.1 billion), of which
shareholders received a payout of a total of Euro 792
million (US$990 million), equating to a dividend per
share of Euro 0.80 cents (US$1.00).
The investment arm of La Caixa bank, Criteria
Caixa, founding investor of Abertis, received 21.55% of
the total dividend payout equating to its stake. The rest
of 78.45% is in free float with significant blocs of shares
held by BlackStone, Lazard, Burlington Loan, Elliot
Capital, Société Générale, JP Morgan, and Farralon
Capital.
Abertis looks set to generate similar results in 2018
as the markets it serves show brisk growth.
Abertis revenues in 2017 jumped 13% above the previous year to Euro 5.3 billion (US$6.9 billion) on the
back of 2.5% average traffic growth across markets in
Europe and Latin America, where tolls up ticked 3.8%
average above 2016. At a same time, Ebitda surged over
2016 by 14% to Euro 3.5 billion (US$4.350 billion).
Traffic flows grew sturdiest at 4% on Chile’s toll roads
as the economy accelerated leaving behind recent tepid
growth years. Brazil followed as it pulled out of recession growing 3.2%. Spain paced traffic growth in Europe
at 3.9% as traffic on Catalonia toll roads shook off political uncertainties. Italy came in behind at 3.2% and
France, was third at 1.5%. Traffic in India, which
Abertis entered in 2017, rose the highest by 9.6%.

. . . Latin American News

 Colombia’s 4G Road Program
Revives
Overcoming political uncertainties, Colombia is moving
24
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ahead briskly with its Fourth Generation (4G) P3 road
program as two toll highways achieved financial close
and a third toll highway project, backed by France’s
Vinci, heads to a financial close. One of the roads, Ruta
al Mar, was backed by the first Colombian road bond
sold internationally.
The three highways are all Private Initiative (PI),
that is, they were not solicited by the government, and
will be built and will operate autonomously without government support or government grants. This is in sharp
contrast to some of the P3 highways under the 4G program that get state grants, availability payments,
and/or whose toll revenues are sometimes supplemented
by Colombia to meet revenue targets.
The new road deals provide a welcome impetus to
Colombia’s withering 4G highway program, which
stalled in the wake of the turmoil that overtook
Colombia after legal charges began to fly in the
Odebrecht corruption scandal. A key driver is
Financiera de Desarrollo Nacional (FDN), which has
agreed to lend US$280 million equivalent of Colombian
pesos to the two deals and has pledged a US$174-million-equivalent peso loan to the Vinci deal.
FDN, a public-private development bank, has become
the nation’s leading provider of peso-based infrastructure financing, setting up local currency credit lines to
international private lenders and multilateral banks. It
has set up its first peso credit line with a state bank,
Spain’s ICO, for US$287 million equivalent. The World
Bank’s IFC and Japan’s Sumitomo Mitsui Banking
Corp. each hold 8.9% of FDN, Latin America’s multilateral bank CAF holds 8.7%, and Colombia holds the
remaining 73.4%.
Ruta al Mar (RaM) breaks new ground as it not only
comes entirely supported by private bank loans but is
financed by the first international bond issue for a
Colombian highway. The deal grew from an unsolicited
proposal by Bogotá contractor Construcciones El
Condor. The total cost of RaM is US$730 million, roughly two-thirds debt and one-third equity.
Goldman Sachs, hired by Colombia, handled 35% of
the underwriting of some US$174 million of pesodenominated senior bonds that were sold internationally. The bonds, known as Unidades de Valor Real (UVR),
are linked to inflation with 26 years’ maturity at a yield
of 6.75%. The bonds were rated investment grade by
Moody’s, Baa3 with a stable outlook. FDN was a buyer
of some US$15 million of the bonds. The bonds will be
settled in dollars after Colombia introduced a mecha-

nism that allows the conversion of pesos to dollars to
facilitate financing of the 4G highways. The issue was
oversubscribed 1.4 times.
Additional peso financing for RaM came from an
infrastructure fund owned equally by CAF and
London-based Ashmore Group and from leading
Colombian bank Bancocolombia. FDN pledged US$140
million in pesos to RaM.
More international backing came on the equity side.
After reaching an agreement with Condor, Londonbased InfraRed Capital Partners has solicited
Colombia’s approval to take a 50% equity stake in
RaM, reducing Condor’s 100% equity investment to
50%.
RaM is a 34-year DBFOM concession to upgrade 491
km of toll highways that operate in northern Colombia
connecting Antioquía, a manufacturing and consumer
center, with Bolivar and Sucre, hubs to busy adjacent
Caribbean ports. A 154-km portion of the road comes
from Transversal de las Americas, an operating toll
road in which Cóndor holds a 66% stake that will be
consolidated into RaM.
RaM will be fully exposed to traffic risk on the basis
of traffic forecasts based on historical information from
seven toll stations. Traffic is expected to increase when
construction is completed in 2021, and tolls will rise
from current levels.
The second PI deal that has closed is the US$583million Concesión Vial Andina (CVA), a complex 174km route between Bogotá and Villavicencio. Coviandes,
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a Colombian construction group is the single largest
stockholder.
CVA obtained pesos 1.6 billion (US$565 million)
financing: from FDN (US$140 million), Grupo Aval, a
private bank (US$140 million), and the remaining
US$285 million from Sura Asset Management and
Fondo de Capital Privado FCP, a private local fund.
In its US$627-million deal, Vinci is partnering 50-50
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with a local firm to upgrade the 141-km-long BogotáGiradot toll road, including a 3rd lane, 65-km long.
BlackRock, which runs a peso infrastructure fund, will
contribute as well.
In mid-March FDN granted to Spain’s Cintra
Infraestructuras a Peso 403-billion (US$145 million)
14-year senior loan and a US$3-million credit line for
a 189-km P3 road project, Ruta del Cacao, under the
4G program. Cintra is teamed with local partners for
the 25-year, US$970-million, receiving availability
payments and topped-up toll payments, if necessary,
from the government.

 Chile’s New President Set On
Infra Growth
Chile’s new conservative leader Santiago Piñera
stepped up to the presidency on March 11 promising to
use infrastructure investment as a tool to boost the
economy. Chile aspires to grow infrastructure to 3.5%
of GNP.
Saying that Chile is halfway to that target, Piñera
inherits a portfolio of unsolicited Private Initiative (PI)
deals, some approved and others awaiting review,
together with P3 deals left over from the previous
administration of Michelle Bachelet. The deals are
attracting international attention.
Italy’s Atlantia, through its 50.01%-owned local subsidiary, Grupo Costanera, will increase its presence in
Chile by US$250 million after the previous administration approved a 9.2-km-long, two-lane, free-flow
stretch of urban motorway. That stretch will link two
busy Santiago exit roads, Rutas 68 and 78, to the
Pacific seaports of San Antonio and Valparaiso. Ruta
68 draws traffic from Costanera Norte, a 43-km, freeflow motorway. Canada’s CCP Investment Board owns
the other 49.99% of Grupo Costanera.
Spain’s Abertis, target of a joint takeover by
Atlantia and Spàin’s ACS (see story below), got
approval last month for a US$135-million proposal to
widen Ruta 78, known as Autopista del Sol, with a
third, 42-km lane between Santiago and Talagante. It
is part of a deal that swaps the new investment in the
road for a 22-month extension, to 2022, of the Ruta 78
concession.
A PI deal launched by France’s Engie, S.A., a private
energy firm, received support from the Santiago
Metropolitan Region for its US$180-million light rail
that will link Santiago’s international airport to the
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city’s metro system by declaring it of “Public Interest”.
The “Public Interest” category allows Piñera’s administration to expedite review of the project, and the private developer to expect approval. The economics of
building a light rail was reported to be 80% below the
cost of extending a metro line.
Chinese state contractors are booking energy deals
in Chile hoping also to make inroads into P3 transportation assets. China seeks to build on its copper
trading activity, after displacing the U.S. as Chile’s
leading trade partner.
China Railway Engineering Corp (CREC), following
its US$1.6-billion Santiago-Valparaiso PI high-speed
rail proposal, has signed an agreement to partner with
Chilean Sigdo Koppers in P3 deals. CREC leads a consortium, which includes Sigdo Koppers, of ten prequalified teams to vie for the Argentina-Chile US$1.5-billion Andean Túnel de Agua. Six other Chinese contractors were prequalified, as was Italy’s Salini Impregilo,
Spain’s ACS, OHL, and Sacyr, each heading competing
consortia.
In another Chinese deal, China Southern Power
Grid International acquired a 27% stake in Chilean
power firm Transelec, the nation’s largest power transmission company, from Brookfield Infrastructure. At
the same time, China State Investment Corp power
firm, making its first foray into Latin America, took
over hydrolectric power assets from Australian Pacific
Hydro.
President Piñera will have at hand a US$9-billion
infrastructure fund, formally named Fondo de
Infraestructuras, S.A., to foster P3 infrastructure projects. Set up by Chile’s Lower Chamber, the fund’s goal
is to finance US$30 billion worth of P3s, generated by
teaming up with private partners.
The fund, purely a financing vehicle, is a share corporation under private law. It will take on the financing of P3 transportation assets as a sponsor or minority partner, though the private partner is to be project
operator in all the deals. The fund is allowed to farm
out the engineering and construction contracts. The
fund will be empowered to issue debt instruments or
guarantee capital repayments. 
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WSP USA, formerly WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, assists public and
private sector clients to plan, develop, design, construct, operate, and
maintain hundreds of critical infrastructure projects around the world.
Our experience extends to every form of transportation, including airports, rail systems, buses, roads, and ports. We provide project
development, design engineering, and operations services to contractors and concessionaires for complex projects procured through public-private partnerships or using design-build. We apply our worldclass technical expertise and our deep understanding of local needs
to develop innovative solutions that create value for our clients and
for the community the project serves. For more information,
visit wsp.com or contact:
Fred Tallarico, National Director Alternative Delivery
(212) 465-5105, fred.tallarico@wsp.com
Sallye Perrin, Strategic Pursuits Manager, (410) 246-0523,
Sallye.Perrin@wsp.com
Karen Hedlund, Director of Public-Private Partnerships
(212) 465-5059, Karen.Hedlund@wsp.com
John Porcari, President, Advisory Services, U.S., (202) 661-5302,
John.Porcari@wsp.com

SUEZ in North America operates across all 50 states and
Canada with 3,430 employees dedicated to environmental
sustainability and leading the resource revolution. The company
owns 15 regulated water utilities, provides contracted publicprivate partnership services to 84 municipalities, offers water
treatment and advanced network solutions to 16,000 industrial
and municipal sites, provides drinking water, wastewater and
waste collection service to nearly 7.5 million people on a daily
basis, processes 55,000 tons of waste for recycling and
manages $3.3 billion in total assets.
For more information, visit suez-na.com or contact
Mary Campbell at mary.campbell@suez-na.com
or 201-767-9300.
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O. R. Colan Associates (ORC) provides a full range of real
estate services related to the appraisal, acquisition and relocation phase of design build projects. With more than 24 offices
in 16 states nationwide, the company is broadly recognized as a
leader in providing real estate solutions for infrastructure projects. ORC provided full turnkey right-of-way services for the
following successful design-build highway projects: Segments 16 of SH 130 in Austin, TX; the Grand Parkway in Houston, TX;
and the SH 183 Managed Lanes and DFW Connector projects
in Dallas, TX; South Mountain Freeway in AZ, the Pocahontas
Parkway, and I-581/Valley View Boulevard Interchange Phase II
in VA; US 158 in NC; Route 3 North in MA; I-64 in MO; I-93 in
NH; and Sections 2 & 3 of I-69 in IN. ORC is currently providing
right of way services on I-85 in SC and the Wellsburg Bridge in
WV. These projects combined involved the acquisition of more
than 3,500 parcels and the relocation of more than 1,200 residences and businesses. Time is money on a design build project. ORC has the proven ability to deliver the right of way on
time for construction on fast paced projects while meeting all
state and federal requirements. Contact Steve Toth, COO, at
stoth@orcolan.com or visit us at www.orcolan.com.
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Sacyr Concesiones
“We create future value”
Throughout its 20-year track record, Sacyr Concesiones
has more than proven its expertise and technical know-how, as
well as its financial capacity with committed global investment
amounting to 30 billion dollars. The company specialises in
greenfield projects in which it handles the design, financing,
construction and management of assets. This global conception
of business, combined with its active project management,
allows the company to bring added value to its concessions,
thereby attracting financial partners. It currently operates 35
infrastructure concessions in eight countries (Spain, Portugal,
Chile, Peru, Colombia, Uruguay, Italy and Ireland) within such
sectors as motorways (3,605 kilometres), transport hubs, hospitals (more than 2,250 beds) and metro lines.These assets
have an average remaining lifespan of 27 years.
Contact: María Muñoz mmunozm@sacyr.com
+34 91545 5000

Plenary Group is North America's leading specialized
developer of long-term Public-Private Partnerships (PPP)
projects, with more than $11 billion in public infrastructure assets currently under management and offices in
Vancouver, Toronto, Ottawa, Los Angeles, Denver and
Seattle, as well as site offices that manage the construction and operation of our concessions. Our business
model relies on strong partnerships with clients, local
contractors, sub-contractors and trades to ensure the
efficient and timely completion of projects, with a view
towards the long-term.
Contact Sia Kusha, Group Head, Project
Development & Partnering
Sia.kusha@plenarygroup.com (813 )387-3877
More information can be found at
www.plenarygroup.com.
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With over $10 Billion in PPP projects, Raba Kistner
Infrastructure (RKI) has established its reputation as a
leader in quality management programs. We are a national
company that provides professional consulting and engineering services in the areas of Construction Quality
Management, Program Management (PM+)TM, Independent
Engineer and Owner’s Verification and Testing, and
Construction Quality Control/Quality Acceptance Programs,
Right of Way (ROW) Management and Acquisition, and
Subsurface Utility Engineering to government and industry
clients. Our expertise in quality programs goes beyond satisfying the fundamentals. We ensure that quality programs
address the unforeseen challenges that arise in Design and
Construction QC/QA programs. Our award winning data
management and document control program, ELVIS, provides real time management information to assist in making
time-critical decisions.
Contact: Gary Raba, D Eng, P.E.
graba@rkci.com or by calling 866-722-2547.

Mayer Brown has one of the leading public-private partnership practices in the United States. A perennial Chambers Band
1-ranked practice for PPP Projects, what distinguishes us from
other law firms is our experience advising clients on transactions
that have successfully closed from every side of a project. We
have represented public agencies, sponsors and lenders alike on
PPP transactions around the country and across all asset types,
including roads, bridges, ports, parking, mass transit and social
infrastructure.
Contact:
George K. Miller (212) 506-2590
gmiller@mayerbrown.com
David Narefsky (312) 701-7303
dnarefsky@mayerbrown.com
John R. Schmidt (312) 701-8597
jschmidt@mayerbrown.com
Joseph Seliga (312) 701-8818
jseliga@mayerbrown.com
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Macquarie Capital is a leading financial advisor, developer
and investor in Public Private Partnerships in the US, Canada and
globally. We have supported both private sector and government
clients to successfully deliver large and complex projects
including transport, social and telecommunications infrastructure.
Notable North American successes include Denver Fastracks,
Elizabeth River Crossings, Goethals Bridge Replacement and
Kentucky Fiber.
Macquarie combines global expertise and local presence with
one of the largest and most experienced teams dedicated to
PPP’s in the US and Canada. We provide partners and clients
with a full range of services from project development, project
finance advisory, debt and equity capital markets, M&A and
restructuring.
We combine financial capacity, technical expertise, deep industry and public sector relationships and a creative approach to
deliver innovative solutions to complex transactions.
Contact: Jim Wierstra, Head of North American PPPs, at
jim.wierstra@macquarie.com or +1 (212) 231-6322

Nossaman LLP represents clients in all aspects of
U.S. infrastructure, specializing in PPPs and other
forms of innovative project delivery, finance, operations
and maintenance. Our Infrastructure Practice Group,
named a Law360 “Practice Group of the Year” for
Project Finance and Transportation in 2016, has
advised clients in numerous high profile and award-winning projects, including:
• MTA’s $2.2B Purple Line Light Rail: Maryland’s
first PPP project under legislation Nossaman helped
develop
• FDOT’s $2.3B I-4 Ultimate Project: PPP Awards
Best Transport Project; IJGlobal North American
Transport Deal of the Year; Project Finance
International Americas Transportation Deal of the Year;
Trade Finance Deal of the Year
• UC’s $1B Merced 2020 Campus Expansion
Project: The first university expansion in the U.S. to
use the PPP availability payment mode
• MDOT’s $125M Street Lighting PPP Project:
Michigan’s first transportation PPP and the nation’s
first freeway lighting PPP
• IFA’s $1.18B East End Crossing: International Road
Federation Global Road Achievement Award for Project
Finance and Economics; PPP Bulletin International
Best Global Road Project and Best Global
Infrastructure Project
Contact:
Corey Boock, cboock@nossaman.com

Transurban is an infrastructure investor and long-term
operator of urban toll road networks in the U.S. and
Australia – providing effective transportation solutions to
support the growth and wellbeing of cities. Transurban,
working closely with a range of governments, has delivered
many successful projects under partnership models, including 13 roads in Australia and two roads in the Washington
D.C. area. Transurban’s assets incorporate world-class technology and safety features including automatic incident
detection, electronic speed and lane-control signage, and
specialist tunnel safety systems. In the U.S., Transurban
operates the 495 and 95 Express Lanes under an innovative
dynamic-pricing structure to provide free-flowing travel in
one of the nation’s most congested areas.
Contact: Christine Manley (571) 620-7917

Yukiko Kojima, ykojima@nossaman.com

Simon Santiago, ssantiago@nossaman.com or
Patrick Harder, pharder@nossaman.com
On the web: www.nossaman.com and
www.InfraInsightBlog.com.

cmanley@transurban.com
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Meridiam is a leading developer, equity investor and
asset manager of primary Public Private Partnership (PPP)
infrastructure projects with deep expertise in North
America and Europe. With US$3.8bn of assets under
management across three long-term infrastructure funds,
and a focus on transport, social infrastructure and environmental PPP assets, Meridiam strives to establish a longterm contractual relationship between the public and private sectors. Meridiam currently manages 32 projects
worldwide, including 9 projects across North America,
among which are the Port of Miami Tunnel in Florida, the
Long Beach Courthouse in California, and the Waterloo
Light Rail Transit in Ontario.
Contact: Joe Aiello j.aiello@meridiam.com
Thilo Tecklenburg t.tecklenburg@meridiam.com
Meridiam North America – 605 Third Avenue, 28th
Floor NY, NY 10158 – Tel (212) 798-8686 or Meridiam
Canada – 357 Bay Street Suite 501 Toronto, Ontario,
Canada, M5H 2T7 – Tel (647) 345-3529
www.meridiam.com

With more than 40 years of experience, IRIDIUM
Concesiones (formerly Dragados Concesiones) is the ACS
Group company that promotes, develops and operates public
private partnership projects worldwide. With over 100 projects
developed in 21 countries, including 3,959 miles of highways,
1,029 miles of railroads, 16 airports, 18 ports and several social
infrastructure PPP projects,, IRIDIUM Concesiones is the world
leader in this field. We are proud to have global presence with
local commitment. ACS Group companies apply their unsurpassed technical skills to the planning, design, construction,
operation and maintenance of infrastructures, using the latest
technologies in any area and providing the highest level of
excellence throughout. A solid financial capability combined with
an innovative approach allows IRIDIUM Concesiones to structure the necessary financial resources for any project.
Contact Salvador Myro (smyroc@iridium-acs.com) at +(34)
91 703 85 48 or visit www.iridiumconcesiones.com or
www.grupoacs.com for further details.
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Herzog is recognized as a leader and expert contract provider
with innovative management skills that enable us to deliver
complex transportation projects. Our award-winning experience
is extensive and includes the construction of commuter rail,
light rail transit, streetcar, freight systems, and highways, along
with intermodal and maintenance facilities. Our high level of professionalism and respect for clients is a component of every
job; we cultivate cooperative relationships with project owners,
stakeholders, subcontractors, and the communities in which we
work. The strong partnerships we develop with our clients have
allowed us to successfully complete many complex, challenging
projects across North America.
For more information, please contact our main office at
(816) 233-9001 or:
Joe Kneib, Senior Vice President Market Development—
jkneib@herzog.com
Scott Norman, Vice President Estimating—
snorman@herzog.com
Brad Lager, President—blager@herzog.com
Ryan Van Meter, Director Risk Management—
rvanmeter@herzog.com

Established in 1884, Kiewit is one of the largest construction organizations in North America leveraging a network of more than 50 offices to develop a respected
multifaceted business presence across North America.
With a staff of management, technical, financial, commercial and legal experts dedicated to successfully delivering
PPP projects, our success is based on the trust that we
have built with government officials, stakeholders and the
financial community. As a recognized leader in designbuild and PPP project development, Kiewit combines
extraordinary financial credibility and extensive resources
with a creative, solution-oriented approach to ensure a
predictable outcome of success for our clients.
Kiewit Development
Sam Chai (416) 572-2519 Sam.Chai@Kiewit.com
James Geer (402) 943-1405 James.Geer@Kiewit.com
Kiewit Infrastructure
Joe Wingerter (402) 943-1329
Joe.Wingerter@Kiewit.com
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For more than a century, HDR has partnered with clients to shape
communities and push the boundaries of what’s possible. Our
expertise spans 10,000 employees, in more than 225 locations
around the world—and counting. Our engineering, architecture,
environmental and construction services bring an impressive
breadth of knowledge to every project. Our optimistic approach to
finding innovative solutions defined our past and drives our future.
As consultants, we can help you keep pace with today’s rapidly
changing marketplace. We help you make decisions based on rigorous analysis of the economic climate, a thorough understanding of
your organizational needs and priorities, and 100 years of experience in delivering infrastructure. From strategy and finance to
design and delivery, we help you develop innovative, reliable and
cost-effective solutions to your infrastructure challenges.
Learn more at hdrinc.com or contact us:
John Scales, Strategic Consulting Director – (202) 304-7336
john.scales@hdrinc.com

Ernst & Young, LLP is a leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services. We believe in the value of
infrastructure to our communities and are proud to serve
clients as they work to:
• Rebuild and modernize existing infrastructure
• Invest wisely in new infrastructure to address new and
changing needs, enable growth and achieve a higher quality of life for communities
• Bring innovation, foresight and sound economic stewardship to their major projects, programs and investments,
and/or
• Identify and attract the funding and financing required to
invest in infrastructure.
We provide finance, business planning, policy, procurement, modeling, valuation and tax advice for large-scale
infrastructure projects, programs, investments and publicprivate partnerships. We serve state and local government
clients through our affiliate, Ernst & Young Infrastructure
Advisors, LLC, a registered municipal advisor. We help
clients to achieve their goals.

Sharon Greene, Finance Director—(714) 368-5651
Sharon.Greene@hdrinc.com
Mike Schneider, Strategy & Development Director,
Transportation— (714) 368-5686
Mike.Schneider@hdrinc.com
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Please contact: Mike Parker, Senior Managing Director,
Ernst & Young Infrastructure Advisors, LLC
+1 215 448 3391, mike.parker@ey.com; or
Glenn Johnson, US Infrastructure Tax Leader,
glen.johnson@ey.com.

AIAI is a non-profit organization formed in the District of
Columbia to help shape the direction of the national Public
Private Partnership marketplace. AIAI serves as a national
proponent to facilitate education and legislation through targeted advocacy. AIAI’s Board is comprised of leaders of the
construction and development industry. Their extensive
national and international experience and industry knowledge
provides AIAI with a clear direction for developing and advocating policy and legislative solutions, allowing more equitable
and effective partnerships across diverse market sectors
from transportation and energy to educational, health and
public service institutions.
Contact Lisa Buglione (516) 277-2950
lbuglione@aiai-infra.org
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Formed in 1922, Granite Construction Incorporated is
today one of the largest heavy civil contractors in the United
States. It is positioned in all the major U.S. markets with
offices located throughout the country serving over private
and public clients. Over the past 88 years, Granite has
earned a nationwide reputation as the preeminent builder
of quality projects in a timely manner. Always progressive,
Granite has developed into one of the top Design-Build
contractors in the U.S. and has recently enacted an
Environmental Affairs Policy to take a leading role in the
construction industry in protecting the environment and
our natural resources. Through our corporate Sustainability
Plan, we actively engage in industry, and direct efforts at
the local, state, and federal levels to advocate for adequate
and sustainable public infrastructure funding to
maintain and improve America’s transportation system.
Granite is nationally recognized for its expertise in the
majority of construction sectors including tunnels, highways
and roadways, dams, bridges, railroads marine, airports,
heavy and light mass transit, and have become
renowned design-build and mega project constructors.
Granite leads the market in the design-build turn-key
delivery of complex fast paced transportation projects.
www.graniteconstruction.com

Ferrovial Agroman is a leader in the global construction
market. In addition to Spain, the company has significant activity in eight other countries: Poland, USA, Greece, United
Kingdom, Chile, Puerto Rico, Ireland and Portugal. Wholly
owned by the same parent company as CINTRA, the world’s
largest transportation developer by invested capital, Ferrovial
Agroman has 80 years of construction experience in DBB,
DB, and PPP projects in all types of infrastructure assets.
These decades of experience result in 2,500 miles highway
concessions; 9,475 miles new roads; 16,995 miles rehab of
roads; 304 miles tunnels; 2,523 miles canals; 3,884 miles
water pipelines; 2,392 miles gas and oil pipelines; 29 hydroelectric power stations; 147 dams; 220 water treatment
plants; 21 miles wharfs and ports; 40 airports; 20 stadiums;
and 2,920 miles of railways, including 449 miles of High
Speed Rail.
Contact Daniel Filer, VP of Business Development for
North America at +1-512-637-8587.
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Hawkins Delafield & Wood provides legal advisory services to governmental owners on PPP and alternative delivery
infrastructure projects. The firm also represents PPP project
investment bankers and lenders. Our infrastructure team is
widely recognized for its quality and depth. Over a 20-year span,
Hawkins has negotiated and closed more than 200 design-build,
design-build-operate, design-build-finance-operate, constructionmanager-at-risk, concession, asset management, operating services and franchise agreements for public sector clients in 25
states. We practice in the water, transportation, social infrastructure, and renewable energy sectors. Landmark projects include:
• Carlsbad Seawater Desalination Project (San Diego County
Water Authority), a Project Finance International water infrastructure PPP deal of the year.
• New Long Beach Court Building (State of California), a Bond
Buyer social infrastructure PPP deal of the year.
• Vista Ridge Regional Water Supply PPP Project (San Antonio
Water System)
• LaGuardia Central Terminal Building Project
Contact:
Eric Petersen at (212) 820-9401
epetersen@hawkins.com
Ron Grosser (212) 820-9423
rgrosser@hawkins.com
Joe Sullivan (212) 820-9513
jsullivan@hawkins.com
Rick Sapir at (973) 642-1188
esapir@hawkins.com

Elias Group LLP provides legal and consulting services to
government and industry. We are a boutique law firm internationally recognized for our expertise in project finance, public/private partnerships, industrial outsourcing, joint ventures
and strategic alliances, and M&A of regulated and non-regulated entities. The firm’s unique accomplishments include the first
20-year concession agreement executed in the U.S. for the
rehabilitation and operation of a municipal wastewater treatment facility. Our skills and practical experience are evident in
the multitude of transactions successfully completed.
Contact Dan Elias or Michael Siegel at 411 Theodore
Fremd Avenue, Rye, NY 10580; tel: (914) 925-0000
fax: (914) 925-9344; or visit our web site: www.eliasgroup.com
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KPMG’s Global Infrastructure professionals in the US and Canada
provide specialist Advisory, Tax, Audit, Accounting and Compliance
related assistance throughout the life cycle of infrastructure projects and programs. Our teams have extensive local and global
experience advising government organizations, infrastructure contractors, operators and investors. We help clients ask the right
questions and find strategies tailored to meet the specific objectives set for their businesses. KPMG can help set a solid foundation at the outset and combine the various aspects of infrastructure
projects or programs – from strategy, to execution, to end-of-life or
hand-back.
Contact Andy Garbutt, Practice leader for KPMG’s US team, at
+1 (512) 501-5329 or e-mail: infrastructure@kpmg.com
or www.kpmg.com/infrastructure.com

Baker & McKenzie has a long history of involvement in
the development of infrastructure projects and PPP projects in North America. We have represented bid leaders,
consortium partners and lenders in a number of high profile projects, placing us among the few law firms with true
expertise in the area. Our experience covers the many
complex tasks involved in the development of such major
infrastructure and PPP projects, including:
• project and transaction structuring
• consortium structuring
• tax planning
• project financing
• negotiation of key project documents
• public offerings
Our broad experience enables us to act efficiently for our
clients through the use of relevant and effective precedents that have been executed in past transactions.
We offer our clients:
• an understanding of the key drivers that influence public
agencies in evaluating bids;
• a proven project management capability and ability to
bring together legal arrangements in complex infrastructure projects in tight timeframes; and
• an in-depth knowledge of applicable, federal, state,
provincial, local and/or municipal laws with an unparalleled
international perspective.
Key contacts:
José A. Morán at (312) 861-2829,
jose.moran@bakermckenzie.com;
Michael S. Smith at (312) 861-8930,
michael.s.smith@bakermckenzie.com;
James P. O'Brien at (312) 861-7588,
james.p.o'brien@bakermckenzie.com
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Engineering and
Environmental Solutions
TYPSA-AZTEC s an international consulting engineering
firm with over 50 years of experience successfully executing major infrastructure projects. Our 2600 professionals
work in multidisciplinary teams to improve and sustain
enhanced living conditions around the world. Our major services include: Transportation, Rail and Transit,
Environmental, Energy and Field Services. We are internationally recognized with top industry rankings and awards. In
all we do, we seek balanced solutions for our clients, the
public and the environment.
For more information, please contact
Rafael Valero (480) 648-2979
rvalero@aztec.us or
Robert L. Lemke, Jr. (602) 402-8683
rlemke@aztec.us
www.typsa.com www.aztec.us

Globalvia started its activity in January 2007, as a result of
two Spanish companies’ interests in the infrastructure sector, FCC and Bankia. From 2011 till 2013, Globalvia began a
fund raising process aimed to develop its concessions portfolio and the searching of future inversions. This capital came
from three pension funds: OPTrust (Canada), PGGM
(Netherlands) and USS (United Kingdom), which have finally
invested 750 million euro through a convertible bond.
In August 2015, concurring with the sales process, the
funds exercised their preferential acquisition right over the
company’s shares. The full process then ended in March
2016 when OPTrust, PGGM and USS officially became in
the new shareholders of 100% of the company.
Globalvia, a worldwide infrastructure concession leader,
currently manages 28 PPP projects among highways, railways, hospitals and ports. The company is present in 8
countries: Spain, USA, Ireland, Portugal, Andorra, Chile,
Costa Rica and Mexico, where it manages more than 1,500
Km of highways and more than 90 Km of railways, with a single objective: the efficient operation of its assets.
Contact:
Globalvia Spain > +34 91 456 58 50 info@globalvia.com
Globalvia USA > Michael Lapolla +1 (908) 208-2100
mlapolla@globalvia.com
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The Gavio Group is a vertically integrated global developer, providing all aspects of the design-build-finance-operate-maintain (DBFOM) lifecycle for large-complex transportation P3 projects with 10,000 worldwide. The Group
has $25 billion in assets under management and is the 4th
largest toll road concessionaire in the world; with 21 concessions and 2,700 road miles overall. Among its differentiators, are its integrated traffic management system,
Advanced Tolling, and Smart Road Technology with Sinelec
and value-engineering through Sina.
Through its civil construction companies, Itinera (Italianbased) and Halmar International (New York-based), the
Group has a strong understanding of the complexities and
risks that come with building roads, large-span bridges, tunnels, and airports in urban-condensed areas. For the past
55 years, Halmar has been counted among the top heavy
civil construction companies in New York State, with zero
claims and a reputation for successful ATCs in congested
urban environments. Halmar is currently delivering the $2billion LIRR Third Track DB project in New York.
Contact: Developer/Operator/Design-Builder
Halmar International + Gavio Group
Melanie Vander Valk @ (845) 826 0297
mvalk@halmarinternational.com

Egis has an unrivalled experience in most types of infrastructure PPP and concessions: motorways, bridges, tunnels,
urban infrastructures and airports. We are experienced with all
types of remuneration (real toll, shadow toll or availability
schemes). Egis Projects relies on the specialized skills of its
shareholders: Groupe Egis, a leader in infrastructure engineering, and Caisse des Dépôts. Egis Projects acts as promoter,
developer and investor in concession/PPP projects, as
turnkey equipment integrator, as operator and manager of airports and, via its wholly owned subsidiary Egis Road
Operation, as operator of roads and motorways. Egis Projects
has also extended its activities to electronic toll collection, toll
network interoperability, and safety enforcement as well as
associated services for road users under the Easytrip brand.
Egis Projects has financially closed 25 infrastructure projects
for a total value of 12 bn €. Egis Road Operation is operating
39 motorways totalling 2,400 km in 18 different countries.
Contact: Pascal Lemonnier, pascal.lemonnier@egis.fr
or tel: +33 1 39 41 51 60
www.egis.fr
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CDM Smith provides lasting and integrated solutions in
water, environment, transportation, energy and facilities to
public and private clients worldwide. As a full-service consulting, engineering, construction, and operations firm, we deliver
exceptional client service, quality results and enduring value
across the entire project life cycle.
CDM Smith is internationally recognized for utility, toll road
and public-private partnership expertise, serving public and
private sector clients on hundreds of infrastructure projects
worldwide. For more than 60 years, CDM Smith has worked
to place $85 billion of revenue-based financings and provide
unparalleled credibility in today’s financial markets.
Visit us at cdmsmith.com—or contact:
Ed Regan (803) 251-2072
Kamran Khan (630) 874-7902
Joe Ridge (603) 222-8320

Cintra is the leading private-sector transportation infrastructure
company in the world, with experience spanning nearly 50 years of
innovative highway development on four continents. Today, its portfolio includes more than 1,200 miles of managed highways globally,
representing a total global investment in roadway improvements of
over $23.5 billion. Cintra's parent company, Ferrovial is recognized
as one of the world’s largest private operators of transportation
infrastructure and a leading services provider. It generates net revenues of $10.7 billion a year, has operations in more than 15 countries and assets totaling approximately $27.6 billion. Ferrovial’s business model is focused on end-to-end infrastructure management,
design, construction, financing, operation and maintenance. With this
aim, the company is active in complementary sectors, such as airport and toll road construction and operation, as well as services.
Contact: Ricardo Bosch, Director North America Business
Development, rbosch@cintra.us, or
Carlos Ugarte, Corporate Development and Business Direction
+34 91 418 5606.
More information: www.cintra.us

Assured Guaranty, the leading provider of bond insurance, has
helped public-private partnerships reduce the cost of financing
essential public infrastructure and achieve smooth transaction execution for decades, even during extremely difficult market conditions. With financial strength rated AA by S&P, AA+ by KBRA, and
A2 by Moody’s, all with stable outlooks, Assured Guaranty Municipal
Corp. helps broaden the investor base and improve the cost efficiency of infrastructure financings by unconditionally guaranteeing
timely payment of principal and interest. Investors are attracted to
the insured bonds’ increased market liquidity, as well as Assured
Guaranty’s credit selection, underwriting, negotiated terms, construction period coverage and ongoing surveillance.
Contact:
Lorne Potash at lpotash@assuredguaranty.com
(212) 261-5579
Sam Nakhleh snakhleh@agltd.com
(212) 261-5522
For additional information, visit AssuredGuaranty.com.

C&M Associates is a U. S. toll and managed lanes traffic & revenue specialist firm independently serving public and
private sector clients since 2004. Our services for state
DOTs include project screening and feasibility, planning level
traffic and revenue forecasts, traffic projections for environmental studies, operational analysis, risk analysis and investment grade traffic and revenue studies to support bond
issuance for availability payment and 63-20 structures.
Private client services include advisory on behalf of equity:
Investment grade traffic and revenue studies to support traffic risk concession bids, financing support services before
lenders, investors and TIFIA, risk analysis of projected forecasts and operational analysis. Advisory on behalf of
lenders: Peer review of equity traffic and revenue forecasts,
development of lender case forecasts and risk analysis.
Contact Carlos M. Contreras at (972) 522-9373
cmcontreras@candm-associates.com
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Developers/Operators/
Design-Builders
Cintra, S.A.
Ricardo Bosch rbosch@cintra.us
Carlos Ugarte cugarte@cintra.es
+34 91 418 5606
EGIS Projects

Pascal Lemonnier, +33 1 39 41 51 60
pascal.lemonnier@egis.fr
www.egis.fr

Advertiser Index

Legal/Procurement Advisors

WSP (formerly Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Fred Tallarico (212) 465-5105
fred.tallarico@wsp.com
Sallye Perrin, (410) 246-0523
sallye.perrin@wsp.com
Karen Hedlund, (212) 465-5059,
karen.hedlund@wsp.com
John Porcari, (202) 661-5302
john.porcari@wsp.com

PPP Financing

Ferrovial Agroman
Daniel Filer (512) 637-8587
Globalvia
Globalvia Spain +34 91 456 58 50
info@globalvia.com
Michael Lapolla, +1 (908) 208-2100
mlapolla@globalvia.com

Assured Guaranty
Lorne Potash (212) 261-5579
lpotash@assuredguaranty.com
Sam Nakhleh (212) 261-5522
snakhleh@agltd.com

Halmar International + Gavio Group
Melanie Vander Valk (845) 826 0297
mvalk@halmarinternational.com

Macquarie Capital
Jim Wierstra at +1 (212) 231-6322
jim.wierstra@macquarie.com

Herzog
(816) 233-9001
Joe Kneib— jkneib@herzog.com
Scott Norman— snorman@herzog.com
Brad Lager— blager@herzog.com
Ryan Van Meter— rvanmeter@herzog.com
Iridium Concesiones
Salvador Myro (34) 91 703 85 48
smyroc@iridium-acs.com
Kiewit
Kiewit Development
Sam Chai (416) 572-2519
sam.chai@kiewit.com
James Geer (402) 943-1405
james.geer@kiewit.com
Kiewit Infrastructure
Joe Wingerter (402) 943-1329
joe.wingerter@kiewit.com
Meridiam Infrastructure
Joe Aiello j.aiello@meridiam.com
Thilo Tecklenburg t.tecklenburg@meridiam.com
Plenary Group
Sia Kusha, Group Head, Project Development
& Partnering
sia.kusha@plenarygroup.com
(813) 387-3877

PPP Financial/
Procurement/Technical
CDM Smith
Ed Regan (803) 251-2072
Kamran Khan (630) 874-7902
Joe Ridge (603) 222-8320
C&M Associates
Carlos Contreras (972) 522-9373
cmcontreras@candm-associates.com
Ernst & Young
Mike Parker +1 (215) 448-3391
mike.parker@ey.com
Glenn Johnson
glenn.johnson@ey.com
HDR

John Scales (202) 304-7336
john.scales@hdrinc.com
Sharon Greene (714) 368-5651
sharon.greene@hdrinc.com
Mike Schneider (714) 368-5686
mike.schneider@hdrinc.com
KPMG
Andy Garbutt +1 (512) 501-5329
infrastructure@kpmg.com

Sacyr
María Muñoz +34 91545 5000
mmunozm@sacyr.com

O.R. Colan Associates
Steve Toth stoth@orcolan.com

Suez Water Inc.
Mary Campbell 201-767-9300
mary.campbell@suez-na.com

Raba Kistner
Gary Raba (866) 722-2547
graba@rkci.com

Transurban
Christine Manley (571) 620-7917
cmanley@transurban.com

TYPSA-AZTEC

Rafael Valero: (480) 648-2979
rvalero@aztec.us
Robert L. Lemke, Jr., PE (602) 402-8683
rlemke@aztec.us
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Baker & McKenzie
José A. Morán (312) 861-2829

jose.moran@bakermckenzie.com
Michael S. Smith (312) 861-8930
michael.s.smith@bakermckenzie.com
James P. O’Brien (312) 861-7588
james.p.o’brien@bakermckenzie.com
Elias Group
Dan Elias or Michael Siegel (914) 925-0000
fax (914) 925-9344 or
www.eliasgroup.com
Hawkins Delafield & Wood
Eric Petersen in NY (212) 820-9401
Ron Grosser in NY (212) 820-9423
Rick Sapir in Newark (973) 642-1188
Joe Sullivan (212) 820-9513
Mayer Brown
George K. Miller (212) 506-2590
gmiller@mayerbrown.com
David Narefsky (312) 701-7303
dnarefsky@mayerbrown.com
John R. Schmidt (312) 701-8597
jschmidt@mayerbrown.com
Joseph Seliga (312) 701-8818
jseliga@mayerbrown.com
Nossaman LLP
Corey Boock, cboock@nossaman.com
Yukiko Kojima, ykojima@nossaman.com
Simon Santiago, ssantiago@nossaman.com
Patrick Harder, pharder@nossaman.com
www.infrainsightblog.com

Industry Associations
AIAI
Lisa Buglione (516) 277-2950
lbuglione@aiai-infra.org
ARTBA
Richard Juliano (202) 289-4434
rjuliano@artba.org

